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BUY THIS SPAC 

To advertise 
your latest products! 

Ring Coleen or Barry on 
01-437 1002 NOW! 

After sales 
shock 

I write with the intention of 
making other Commodore 
users aware of the attitude 
of that company with regard 
to after sales service. 

fter gather- 
ible informa. 
ed a VIC-20 

plus cassette deck plus 16K 
RAMpack from a local sup- 
plier, and was completely 
Satisfied in the ensuing 
months buying a large 
amount of software and 
adding a ISIS printer as 
well 

However, in October 
1983, a fault developed in 
the RAMpack and 1 took it 
to the local supplier re- 
questing repair of same. | 
was astounded when in 
formed that an item which 
had cost £75 less than 15 
months previously, was 
beyond repair. 

Thinking 1 had probably 
just been unlucky with my 
particular supplier, 1 wrot 
to Commodore themselves 
giving a complete history 

for their advice. 
It took a while for them to 

reply and | was extremely 
disappointed as in their 
opinion I should purchase a 

£48 as nothing could be done 
g the original as the 
tee period has 

prised that a normally 
durable item should have 
failed so early in its life. 

T have written again to 
Commodore on this subject 
but I do not expet a reply, 
and I therefore ask that you 
print the essence of my ex- 
perience with what_must 
now be considered a throw 
away product for other 
unsuspecting users. 

I have obtained a re- 
placement 16K RAM to 
enable the use of VICwriter 
but, needless to say, itis not 
from the Commodore stable 
and cost much less than £48, 
F. E. Wilkes, Merthyr 
Tydfil, Mid Glamorgan 

Julian Taylor, for Com 
modore, said: ‘*Unfortuna- 
tely, there's nothing Com- 
‘modore can do outside the 
warranty period, because 
these cartridges can’t really 
be repaired. 1 must say that 
though there are exceptions 
to any rule, very few cart- 
ridges have been returned to 
Commodore as faulty."” 
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‘Two space games with a dif- 
ference are in this issue. There's 

Spectrum listing on page 23 
and one for the BBC starting on 
page 29 

~~ 

More commands for your Com- 
modore 64, including easy-to- 
use text, sprites and sound. Just 
type in ‘the listing which starts 

Arcade games, adventures, 
utilities, educational programs 
... they’re all reviewed in 
Home Computing Weekly, the 
magazine that reviews more 
software than any other weekly 

Find out about the new Com- 
modore computers on our news 
pages 
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ebay EARTHILINGS. . 

CHUCKIE EGG CYLON ATTAC
K 

Available from W.H. Smiths, @ 
John Menzies and all leading 
computer stores. 

BBC | ELECTRON | DRAGON |SPECTRUM 

que || vw lv | 
atack |v | ~ 
ana “9 
PHRRAORS| 7 | _ 7 

Unit 8, Canalside Industrial Estate, 
LN. Woodbine Street East, Rochdale, Lancs. 

OL165LB. Tel: 0706 341111 
PRICE £7.90 £7.90 £7.90 £6.90 



While you 
wait 

From front page 
‘The system, called Romox, is 

being imported by Prism Tech- 
nology from America, where 500 
terminals are already in use. 
Managing director Bob 

Denton said once computer users. 
had bought their first programs, 
re-loading the cartridges would 
cost as little as £5 a time. 

At first Romox, which has slots 
for 10 different cartridge types, 
would offer software for Atari 
computers and games players, 
VIC-20, Commodore 64, TI- 
99/4A and IBM PC. Cartridges 
for Sinclair's Spectrum and QL 
and for the new computers using 
the MSX standard would follow. 

‘The first 20 terminals, to be 
installed in High Street chain 
stores, would offer 300 titles, 
almost all from America. 

He said Prism was approach- 
ing UK software houses for their 
titles and planned to have 300 
terminals installed by next 
‘Christmas. 

By then he expected to have 
done £12m-worth of business 
with the Romox system. 

Customers will be able to 
browse through a catalogue and 
see their choice on the terminal 
before having it loaded onto a 
cartridge suitable for their 
machines. 

It also means that programs 
can be rented without fears of 
copying. 

Mr Denton said the advantages 
of retailers included not having to 
keep stocks of anything except 
blank cartridges, technically 
ECPCs, Edge Connector Pro- 
grammable Cartridges. 

New titles could also be im- 
ted and exported via a satellite 

ink free of tax. 
Mr Denton said he believed 

that in future software would be 
released in the same way as films. 
First, new titles would go gn sale 
through Romox, followed by 
cassette, cartridge or disc and 
then through a system like Micro- 
net 800, which Prism runs with 
British Telecom. 

Prism has also brought out two 
robots — with another to follow 
— which can be controlled via 
computer keyboard or joystick 
and made to trundle around and 
“speak’’ as well as other 
functions. = 
FRED (Friendly Robotic Educa- 
tional Device), which will cost 
about £200, stand 12in high and 
can perform on floor or tabletop, 
instructed by a portable infra-red 
controller, supplied, or computer 
keyboard or joystick. 

Tt can move at Sins a second 
and, using a pen attachment, can 
be made to copy the screen onto 
‘Paper. 

There is a 45-word vocabulary, 
expendable, and power comes 
either from standard batteries or 
optional rechargeable pack. 
FRED is due on sale in April 
TOPO, controlled in the same 
way, is over 3ft tall and will cost 
about £1,500 when it goes on sale 
next month, 

Text is sent from the computer 
keyboard to TOPO’s speech 
system and, says Prism, it can say 
virtually anything as well as 
storing the information. 

It can be “taught” to move 
around, on two independently- 
driven wheels at 2ft per second, 
and can then repeat the move- 
ments, The on-board battery 
runs for three hours before re- 
charging. 
BOB XA, priced at about the 

same as TOPO, will be on sale in 
March-April, offering variations 
on the TOPO features. 

Prism says that software for 
TOPO and FRED is at present 
available for the Apple Il. 

Software for BBC, Com- 
modore 64 and Spectrum was on 
the way and programs for other 
popular makes would be worked 
on this year. 

Prism also planned to design its 
‘own peripherals, both sensory 
and manipulative. 
Known as Androbots, and im- 

ported from America, Prism says 
the robots can be used in 
education, for business pro- 
motion and for games at home. 

They predict future applica- 
tions will include security and 
intruder detection, fire and 
smoke detection, vacuuming and 
lawn_ mowing, helping invalids 
and for control applications. 
@ Prism is launching a £1,000 
portable business computer, 
called the Wren, which includes 
four software packages and a 
built-in auto-dial modem. 
Designed by Prism and Transam 
and made by Thorn EMI Data- 
tech, it has 64K of RAM, 7in 
amber screen and two 5¥4in disc 
drives. 

Prism, 18/29 Mora St, City Rd, 
London ECIV 8BT 

FRED — 12in high and moves 
at Sin per second 

of movements 

From front page 
bout 40 representatives of big 

City institutions, like pension 
funds, heard from Sir Clive 
Sinclair and managing director 
Nigel Searle shortly before the 
QL's official launch. 

Most of their worries were 
apparently allayed, but the 
prospect of Sinclair Research 
becoming a public company this 
year is now seen as in doubt. 

‘Supply problems, price cuts by 
other computer makers and cost 
increases have led to the fears. 

Half-year figures to the end of 
October showed that the previous 
year’s 65 per cent growth would 
not be repeated. 
Sales went up by 60 per cent, to 

£37m from £23m, but costs rose 
by 85 per cent. So pre-tax profits 
were £4.4m against £3.8m — 
slightly lower than before after 
tax. 

TOPO costs £1,500 and can be “‘taught’” (o repeat a series 

‘The new QL computer — aimed at businesses and serious users 
Optimists among analysts 

predict full year profits of 
£14,026,000, perhaps lower. 

Sir Clive’ Sinclair, who still 
‘owns most of Sinclair Research, 
became a paper multi-millionaire 
last year when a small number of 
shares were sold at £34 a time, 
valueing the company at £136m. 

The hope is that QL will be 
produced in sufficient quantity to 
hit sales targets and that the new 
pocket-sized TV will together 
boost growth. 

Sinclair Research, Stanhope Rd, 
‘Camberley, Surrey * 

Sorry! 
Our apologies for the paper 
quality of last week's issue — it 
wasn’t our fault! As you can see, 
we're back to the top quality 
coated paper you have come to 
expect from us. 
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the details 
Commodore will soon decide on 
its next home computers for the 
UK from a range just previewed 
in America. 

First, reaction from the trade is 
being assessed. 

Theoretically, the choice can 
be made from six different 
models, made up of three key- 
board styles and two memory 
sizes, 32K or 64K or RAM. Each 
has the option of built-in soft- 
ware on ROM. 
Two factors narrow the 

choice... 
Commodore’s UK marketing 

director, John Baxter, has 
already said he does not want a 
“toy"” keyboard. And a 32K 
model is unlikely in today’s 
market, 

So Commodore will probably 
show two final models at the 
Hanover showin April, both with 
64K of RAM, 60K ‘of which 
would be useable for BASIC 
programs, 

One will have 67 typewriter 
style keys, including four pro- 
grammed ‘and reprogrammable 
functions keys and four cursor 
keys, These are arranged in a 
diamond and shaped as arrows. 

‘The second model will have an 
additional 19-key numeric key- 
pad to the right and more ROM. 
to handle speech. 

In a break with tradition, the 
new models will not be language- 
compatible with earlier micros. 
There will be a new BASIC 3.5, 
offering more than 75 com- 
mands, and the 7501 processor, 
with .89 to 1.76MHz clock. 

This processor is an enhanced 
version of the 6510, used in the 
Commodore 64, which in turn 
was a development from the 
6502. 

The advantage of the 7501 is 
that it can handle up to 128K of 
ROM, but uses the same 6502 
instruction set. 

One observer who was at the 
Las Vegas Consumer Electronics 
Show where the prototypes were 
previewed said, however, that 
they did not have the 64’s sprite 
handling or sound features with 
just two tone generators. 

So far, Commodore has said 
that users will be able to choose 
one of three built-in ROMs: 

© Magic Desk, for home cal- 
culations and filing 

@ Word Processor, with calcula- 
tion features 

@ 3-PLUS-1, for ‘seriou 
users, which includes spread- 
sheet, word processor, file 
manager and graphics 

These, and future releases, will 
also be available on cartridge. 

Both computers are charcoal 
grey. One is 13%in wide, 2/in 
high and 7%in deep and its bigger 
brother is wider, at 16%in, 
because of the numeric keypad, 
2%in high and 9%in deep. 

These are the features which 
both models share: 

Screen: 320 by 200 pixels in high 
resolution — using 10K of RAM 
— 40 columns by 25 lines text 
with split screen feature to handle 
both. Upper and lower case, 128 
colours — 16 colours multiplied 
by eight luminance levels — 
reverse and flashing, PET 
‘graphics characters 

Sound: two tone generators or 
one tone and one white noise 
generator, and eight levels of 
volume 

Input/output: user port — 
narrower than the 64's — serial 
port, ROM cartridge and parallel 
disc drive port, two joystick 
ports, cassette ‘interface, RF 
‘output, monitor, audio input/ 
‘output, power supply. 

The serial port is compatible 
with present Commodore pro- 
ducts but it is possible that the 

‘Commodore's C264 — with four wide function keys above the 
keyboard and arrow-shaped cursor keys set in a diamond shape 

user port may be omitted for lack 
of room, according to a Com- 
modore source. 

There will be a_new-style 
cassette deck, the 1531, which 
will have a smaller DIN plug 
instead of the present edge 
connector. 

And there will also be a new 
and faster 54in single floppy disc 
drive made in Japan by New- 
tronics, a company jointly owned 
by Commodore and Mitsumi. 
Production is expected to reach 
50,000 a month by June. A dual 
drive follows. 

Both models also have a built- 
in machine code monitor with 
more than 12 commands. 

Apart from the keyboard and 
slight design changes, the main 
difference between the two is that 
the more expensive model has 
48K of ROM instead of 32K. 

The additional 16K is tohandle 
speech — more than 250 words 
are included and more can be 
added with cartridges or discs. 

The upper-range model is 
called the CV364. The last two 
figures indicate RAM size, the 
figure 3 denotes the extended 
keyboard and the V is for the 
‘speech capability. 

For the same reasons, the other 
model has the code C264. 

If Commodore chose to, it 
could produce a model” Ci32 
which would have a ‘‘toy”’ 
keyboard and 32K of RAM. 

No UK launch date has been 
decided but, with final models 

THE 

MEGA 
RUN....||....is here 
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shown in April, summer is the 
most likely time for deliveries in 
lk, 

Among the BASIC commands in 
the new models, all new to 
Commodore are: 

BOX for graphics 
CIRCLE 
COLOR 
DO WHILE 
DO UNTIL 
DRAW 
ERRS error trapping 
GET KEY waits until key pressed 
GRAPHIC selects graphics mode 

HAPE defines graphic 
INSTR string handling 
JOYstick 
KEY defines function key 
LOCATE 
PAINT 
PRINT USING text formatting 
PUDEF define format for above 
ARC CLEAR 
RENUMBER 
RESUME data statement 

handling 
RGR 
RLUM both graphics commands 
SOUND 
SSHAPE similar to envelope 
TRAP error handling 
TRON 
TROFF 
vou 

Commodore, 675 Ajax Ave, 
Slough, Berks SLI 4BG 
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....@ terrifyingly difficult adventure for Spectrum, 
Commidore 64, BBC B and Atari computers. 



SPECIAL REPORT 
The first and most lasting impres- 
sion that hits you as you enter is 
the sheer size of this show. 
Imagine 20 American football 
fields (each about 30 yards by 100 
yards) filled with the latest 
electronic gadgets. That is 
roughly the floor size. 

What is even more amazing is 
that this is a trade show; 
open to the general public. This 
year about 80,000 people 
attended during the four days. 

There is virtually no way to see 
everything. In addition to the 
floor space at the convention 
centre itself, the convention areas 
of three other major hotels were 
also utilised. 

‘Of primary interest to many 
were sales figures and forecasts 
for 1983 and 1984. The Electronic 
Industries Association keeps 
careful statistics on virtually 
every aspect of the industry: 

Year total sales to dealers in 
thousands of units/Factory Sales 
in SMillions 

Home Computers 
1982 2,000 1,300 
1983 4,800 1,950 
1984 (proj) 6,800 2,750 

Home computer software 
1982 n/a 250 
1983 58,000 1,050 
1984 (proj) 88,500 2,200 

Programmable video games 
1982 8,200 950 

1983 6,650 760 
1984 (proj) 5,000 450 

Video game cartridges 
1982 60,000 1,200 
1983 75,000 1,400 
1984 (proj) 74,300 1,500 

Market Penetration (% of 
homes) at the end of 1983: 
Programmable 

video games 21 per cent 
Home computers 7 per cent 

It is amazing to see how much 
dollar volume is being generated 
by an industry which has so far 
only penetrated into seven per 
cent of all American homes! 
Home computers and related 
software are now selling more 
and generating more dollars than 
video games machines which 
have been around longer and are 
in three times the number of 
homes. This seems to clearly 
indicate that lots of people are 
getting tired of doing nothing but 
playing games. ‘About time too. 

Something else that was about 
time in coming is a new television 
program that was just announced 
at the show. Called The New Tech 
Times, it will be aired weekly on 
the Public Broadcasting System, 
our only form of viewer- 
sponsored commercial-free TV. 

The focus and purpose of the 
program will be to give con- 
sumers a way to handle their 

What's new 
at the big 
Las Vegas 

show 

Our man in America, Bud Izen, 
reports on what he found at 

the Consumer Electronics Show 

problems with new technology. 
Viewers will be able to “talk 
back" to their sets; using a 
modem and the CompuServe 
bulletin board system. 

© The nicest looking software 
in the best package 

The first item was, of course, 
the Coleco Adam. I talked to 
several Coleco reps, who ex- 
pressed an honesty and optimism 
that seemed genuine. They 
obviously really believe in the 
product and also firmly believe 
that the problems that occurred 
when the first run of machines 
were released has been remedied. 
They also admitted that the 
problems (bugs in some of the 
software, quality control and 
documentation problems) did 
exist, which is refreshing coming 
from an industry that usually 
consists of nothing other than 
completely perfect products, 
even though we all know other- 
wise. I saw the new documenta- 
tion, and it does seem simple and 
clear. 

The machines are now rolling 
off the assembly lines in New 
York, although they expect 
demand will exceed supply for a 
considerable time. So much so 
shat even America’s largest 
retailer, The Sears chain, will be 
hard pressed to fill orders in less 
than three months. 

Sol Davidson, U.S. general 
manager of Commodore, said his 
company was not worried about 
the Adam in the least. Asfar ashe 
was concerned, the Commodore 
booth was (metaphorically 

speaking) the only booth at the 
show. Contrary to rumours, 
Commodore had no plans to 
market a competitive package 
nor to reduce prices merely 
because of the Adam or any other 
computer. He felt Commodore 
was end-user oriented, meaning 
that they felt highly committed to 
their users and do not wish to 
dictate to them, 
He objected to the concept of a 

factory-determined integrated 
system because it locks out 
versatility by definition. He said 
that one of the main character- 
istics of Commodore machines is, 
that they are unlimited in their 
potential applications thus 
allowing end users to completely 
design their own systems for their 
‘own specific purposes. 

One of the more versatile and 
impressive of all the Apple clones 
will probably be coming your way 
soon, Called the Laser 3000, it is 
made by Video Technology, of 
Hong Kong, and is expected to 
retail for about $600 here, and its 
equivalent in pounds in the U.K. 
It is about 80-90 per cent com- 
patible with existing Apple 
software. 

The company has not stolen 
any proprietary routines from 
Apple, so it will not run any 
software that makes direct ROM 
monitor calls. 
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SPECIAL REPORT 
The product itself looks very 

g00d, and was on display doing a 
number of impressive things. It 
runs at twice the clock speed of 
the Apple II, can support up to 
192K RAM through bank 
switching, will address twice as 
many pixels in graphics mode as, 
the Apple (560 by 192), comes 
with a built-in parallel printer 
port, includes both 40 and 80 
column display, has an 81 key 
full-stroke keyboard with a nice 
feel, has a separate numeric key- 
pad, includes eight user-defined 
function keys, will generate four 
separate sound channels, will 
support virtually every Apple 
add-on or its equivalent as 
available from Video Technology 
(modem, data cassette recorder, 
joysticks, floppy discs, 280 card, 
8088 card, light pen, printer, 
plotter, and RGB monitor to 
name but a few). 

It will absolutely support every 
language that the Apple-tI can, 
and every major software 
package that the Apple II can 
Tun. I was definitely impressed. 

Elan obviously needs no intro- 
duction to you; it was certainly 
getting a very professional 
introduction to us, although I 
think they might have made a 
slight marketing error by using an 
‘American voice-over rather than 
aan English one behind their video 
presentation. 

Everyone over here seems to 
love the foreign expert, and 
especially ones with British 
accents. 

I did find it odd that Elan was 
not planning to introduce the 
machine until next October! It 
seems strange to debut a machine 
so early. 

Another name that will sound 
familiarto you is Quicksilva. This 
was its first CES, and got in on 
luck; another firm cancelled out. 
Imet Mark Eyles and Carl Ziegler 
who said they were getting a very 
warm reception with lots of 
dealer enquiries. 

Of course there were a few 
bugs, and I did my best to meet 
one from Learning Software. 1 
cannot tell you much about their 
products as they do not plan to 
market in the U.K. However, 
their bug was very nice. 

There were lots of magazines 
present. Each with a mini-booth. 
1 was especially interested in the 
software that Playboy brought to 
demonstrate. Unfortunately, 
they would not let me take her 
home for a review. 

Iwould like to close by quoting 
the president of Atari Sales, 
Donald Kinsborough, in remarks 
he made to a conference at the 
show: 

“We must search for meaning- 
ful applications of micropro- 
cessor technology in the home. 
We are in the entertainment 
business and we enhance people's 

© A bug from Learning Center 

lives by offering opportunities for 
learning and self improvement. 

“In fact, aside from word pro- 
cessing, there are few truly useful 
applications for home com- 
puters. Let’s face it: you can 
balance your cheque book with a 
calculator and you can store your 
recipes in a box in the kitchen. 

“We've got to make con- 
sumers say: ‘Gosh, I didn't know 
a computer could do that’ and ‘I 
want one.” 

“What I am telling you is that 
it is not enough for manu- 
facturers to merely offer more 
computer memory to consumers. 
Most consumers have more 
power than they know what to do 
with already, And it isnot enough 
for retailers to continue to justify 
the sale of computers on price 
alone. 

“In fact, that is a disservice to 
consumers because consumers 
should bemade aware of what the 
‘computer can do for them. Who 
are we helping if the consumer 
buys acheap computer and winds 
up using it as an electronic paper- 
weight or doorstop? 

“Maybe we can learn some- 
thing from Detroit. In the old 
days, car buyers were also pre- 
‘occupied with horsepower and 
cubic inches of the engine. But 
nowadays, most people are 
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interested in features and gas 
mileage. We've yet to get that 
point in our industry.”” 

All those points are well taken. 
You may or may not agree, 
depending upon where you are 
coming from. One thing is for 
sure, almost half of the all con- 
sumers who purchase a computer 
costing less than $300 will not be 
using it less than six months later. 

And I for one think that is a 
real shame. For all of us. 

‘The show was great. Perhaps 
next year we'll see software wars 
instead of hardware wars. I 
hope so. 

See you next year at the show, 
and in my U.S. Scene column. 

© Sol Davidson, U.S. General 
Manager of Commodore, 

| anice man 

© A friendly face — Maggie Burton from Elan 



Imagination 
. ga f272=ia multitask language specifically 

4 for writing graphics, animation and sound. 

Computer Graphics Language | Being fully compatible with BASIC it is ideal for 

LL] SCOPE is a fully structured 
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LUNAR JETMAN- 48k zx COOKIE - 16/48k zx 
Spectrum Spectrum 

LUNAR JETMAN - For tt 
Sinclair2X Spectrum 

Intergalactic G.A.S. (Grap! 
Arcade Simulation) Adventur 
Space Battle 
LUNAR JETMAN - Arcad 

see you 
from the ULTIMATE games 

Design - The ULTIMATE PLAY 
THE GAME design team 

PSSST -19/48k 2x 
Spectrum 

eran es 
Scar The Gene 

{S,amazing smooth high 
jeS0Iutlon graphics, the totally n 

‘Addictive concept and all those extra 
Pi leh WM Sim features you expect fromthe 
on ee anes oe ULTIMATE games people 

ie nisie Sans msi Design - The ULTIMATE PLAY THE 
GAME design team 

Spectrum 
Dealer enquiries welcome. Phone (0530) 411485 
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ATARI PROGRAM 

Dodge fast — it’s your 
The object of Space Dodger is 
simple — just avoid the hordes of 
alien spaceships. 

You are the commander of an Space Dodger, unarmed passenger ship, con: 
John Redhead's Roles bya jauaich; sothere’s no 

chance of blasting them. 
short game for You choose your level of dif- 

culty, from 0 to 60. any Atari, wi pe fom Ce 

reactions with ee re ictions W 1-9 initialise timer, set screen 

the joystick. ; Sener 
With no 
weapons, all 
you can do is 
hope you can 
out-run the 
invaders 

tions and score 
10-34 difficulty level, display 

sound 

$. POKE 53248,258:RESTORE :POKE 712,0:7 “ 

3 POKE 710-0:POKE 53278.0 
4 POKE 7072 158 FOKE 7521 286 IF PEEK(S3252)=4 THEN GOTO 1000 
5_IF 2=1 THEN ? “YOU LASTED “s1s" SPACE 380 GOTO 250 
Sedonds!: THe! FOn Bel TO eoo:next AzeoTo 1909 SOUND 9-80.0515: SOUND. 119.0-15:FOR 
16 A=@ TO 255:POKE 716,A:POKE 712. 

bd penal 8,0,8,0: SOUND 10,020 TO Be 
GRAPHICS _18:COLOR 1:SETCOLOR 8.8.52 

Postion. ¢ 4,527 #65 "space dodger":POSITIO 
BY. J REDHEAD" 

266 R=INTC RNDX 6 *46 > 
276 POSITION As23:7 ". 

COURSE OF AC, 
EYOUR JOYSTICK TO KEEP GUT OF" 
8 7 “THEIR WAY.600D ae 3Z=1 =r oa 

FOR A=1 TO S@:SOUND G,121,16,5: 
85 Bet NEAT B?SOUND 6,8-0,0:NEXT A 3012 ire CH=S580 THEN RESTORE 3000:B=B+1:6 
1@ SOUND ,255,16,2 OTO 3016 
117 “INPUT DIFFICULTY LEVEL 3820 SOUND CH.N,10,10 

(@ EASY TO 68 HARD >" 3030 FOR A=1 TO D¥L:NEXT A 
20 INPUT D:IF 0<@ OR D>6@ THEN 7 “>*:G0T 3035 IF B=2 THEN RETURN 

O11 384 GOTO 3018 
7 “GET R : 3850 DATA 8,81,0,1,162.0,2.128.4,0,53.4 
TO 1608:NEXT A 3088 Data 141732022121 +4,0,68,2,0,64,1, 

184 I=PEEK< 185-3 3076 DATA 6,46,0,1,162,0.2+128+4,0,53.4 
11@ POKE 54273,1 1,1730+2.121,4.6,60,2,0,64415 
120 PMBAS=1x256 
130 FOR O=PMBAS+S12 TO PPBAS+640 3898 DATA 9.48,0,1,162,0525128+4.0.53.4 
146 POKE 0.6 1,173-0.2,121.4.8,60.2.0,64.15 

15@ NEXT @ 
=1602 Y=I 9.72.01 +182,0521144.841517328 166 X=160: Y= 5367560 D 

170 POKE 704,90:POKE 5S59,46:POKE 53277,.3 
=POKE S3248.% 
180 POKE 53248.4 
198 FOR @6@ TO & 
200 READ P 
218 POKE PPBAS+512+7+0.P 
220 NEXT @ 
230 DATA 195,231 ,102,68,.24.24,24 

SOUND 6,.8,6,8 
258 x= ite ce ae AND %< 208 >-6%( STIC 
K¢@>=11 AND x. 
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BBC Microcomputer System @)\] FOR RELIABILITY Texas INSTRUMENTS] 
a 

OFFICIAL BBC 
COMPUTER 
DEALER 

* ames 
SEIKOSHA 
DOT MATRIX 

100% BBC COMPATIBLE MITSUBISHI PRINTERS WITH 
HIGH-RES AND TEAC SLIMLINE DISK DRIVES GRAPHICS 

THE AFFORDABLE DAISYWHEEL 
PRINTER: ————<——__— 

alk COMPLETE WORD PROCESSOR ste 
FOR ONLY £1,099 + VAT 

PROFESSIONAL MONITORS 

BROTHER HR-15 PRINTER 

SHARP MZ 700 SERIES 
COLOUR COMPUTER 

se Stivoscw wingres 16 bes Ratlpuiepiesemacing, £60 worth of software FREE — ten games 
‘SPECIAL PRICE £199 + VAT = £228.85 ONLY £3994 VAT = £458.85 

‘ORDER 
Akhter Instruments Limited 

28 BURNTMILL, HARLOW, ESSEX CM20 2HU. UK. 
TEL: HARLOW (0279) 443521 OR 412639 

TELEX 995801 REF — A18 



Dozens of great games from 
Abrasco are on offer in this 
week’s spot the difference 
competition. 

Seventy prize packages are 
waiting to be won by owners of these 
computers: VIC-20, Spectrum and 
‘Commodore 64 
That's a total of £1,000-worth of 

prizes and each winner will get (wo 
tapes. 

‘And all you have to do is find the 
differences between our two 
cartoons. 

‘The prizes 
Each of our 70 winners will receive 
two tapes, worth about £14-£15, 
chosen by Abrasco from its range. 

VIC-20 owners will get two of the 
following: 
Vixplode Fly Snatcher 
Android Attack Alien Hunter 
Double Trouble Double Trouble 
Meter Mania atcha Troopa 

Winning Spectrum owners will 
receive these two games: 
Golf Pool 

‘And our winners who own Com- 
modore 64s will be sent two tapes 
from these three: 
Vixplode 64 Golf 64 
Supa Catcha 
‘Troopa 
The winners’ names and the 

solution will be published in Home 
Computing Weekly. 

How to enter 
Study the two cartoons — there are: 
number of differences between 
them. 

Circle the differences on cartoon 
Band then fill in your name, address 
and the name of one of the three 
‘computers for which we are offering 

izes: VIC-20, Commodore 64 or 
Spectrum, 

70 chances 
to win great 
games from 

ABrascO 
Enter our Spot the Difference 
competition and you stand a 
chance of winning a share of 

£1,000-worth of Abrasco 
software. The prizes are for 

the VIC-20, Commodore 64 and 
Spectrum 

‘Seal the coupon and cartoon B in 
an envelope and write clearly on the 
back of the envelope the number of 
differences you found. 

Post your entry to Abrasco com- 
petition, Home Computing Weekly, 
No. 1 Golden Square, London WIR 
3AB. 

Entries close at first post on 
February 10. 

You may enter as many times as 
you wish but each entry must be on 
the official coupon — not a copy — 
and sealed in a separate envelope. 

The winners will be the first 70 
correct entries opened, regardless of 
prizes chosen, 

5 

The prizes will arrive from 
Abrasco within 28 days of the 
publication of the issue containing, 
the names of the winners 

Important: please follow care- 
fully the guidelines on entering — 
incomplete coupons and entries in 
envelopes with no number on the 
back will not be considered. 

The rules 
The first 70 correct entries opened after 
the closing date, February 10, 1984, will 
win the prizes, Coupons which are not 
fully completed and envelopes without the 
number of differences found on the 
reverse will be discarded, 

Entries will not be accepted from 
employees of Argus Specialist Publica: 
tions, Abrasco and Alabaster Passmore & 
Sons. This restriction also applies 10 
‘employees’ families and agents of the 
‘companies. 
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CDS programs, the 
ultimate experience 

ONLY £5-95 each at W.H.Smiths, John Menzies 
"Boots. and other leading Computer Stores, or... 

Available direct from CDS Micro Systems 
Send Cheque or P.O. To CDS Dept. YCI, 
10, Westfield Close, Tickhill, Doncaster 

+ Selected titles only DNII 9LA. Tel: (0302)744129. 
new... ‘SPECTRUM 48K < 2am 

= Spectrum Adventure 



Just type in this listing for many 
more commands on your Com- 
modore 64 — all easy to access 
from BASIC. 

To run each command, SYS is 
still used, but variables are read 
directly after the command (they 
must be integer values). 

Also, to make the commands 
easier to recognise, each is given a 
variable name similar to its own 
name — be careful not to reset 
these variables in a program. 

Unfortunately, some names 
have had to be shortened because 
of their similarity to other com- 
mands. As POINT contains INT 
it is shortened to PO, for 
example. 

‘As with part one, take care 
when entering the code and 
SAVE the program before you 
use any part of it. 

The checksums also act as a 
rough guide, totalling the code 
numbers of’ each section and 
showing if some are wrong by an 
incorrect total. 

You can then use the demon- 
stration program, showing the 
versatility of some of the 
commands. 

Although this week’s part 
works on its own, you cannot use 
POINT, LINE, CLG or MODE 
clear if’ you. missed last week's 
issue. 

The “manual” which follows 
is brief, but it does give clear 
details of every command as well 
as some more detailed informa- 
tion. 

Note: Modes 4 and 5 use the 
second 16K block of memory, so 
sprite graphics must be POKI 
to 16K and above, and registers 
normally at 2040 are moved to 
25592. 

Next week: Advanced demon- 
stration programs, including a 
Teletext screen and a map of the 
British Isles 

The commands 

MODE 

Allows easy change to graphics 
modes. The screen will only be 
cleared if you want it to be. 

Format: MODE = 51828 
SYSMODE,A,B,C 

B: 0 or 1 Which hi-res screen is 
cleared 

C:if C=1 then that screen is 
cleared 

GCOL 

‘Change graphics colour. 

Format: GCOL =51770 
SYSGCOL,A,B 

Value A 
0,1,2,3 hi-res colour choice (eg 

on/off or multicolours) 
4 text colour 
5 border colour 
6 background colour 
7,8,9 Colours 1,2,3 for ECM and 

multicolour modes 
10,11 Sprite multicolours 1 and 2 
12 to 19 individual sprite colours 
B: the colour put into these 

registers (0-15) 

POINT 

Draws a point in modes 0,1,4,5 

Format: PO = 51334 
SYSPO,A,X,Y 

Ais the attribute: each bit per- 
forms a separate job. 
Bit 

number ifoff — ifon 
© Screen 0 Screen 1 

drawn to 

Extend your 
64 to do alot 

more 

Make text, sprites and sound 
more flexible with part two of 
David Rees’ Extended BASIC for 
the Commodore 64. You can use 
this week's listing even if you 

missed part one 

1 Plot on Unplot 
2 normal ExclusiveOR 

X,Y plot position (320 by 200 
always) 

Plot colour is specified by 
SYSGCOL,(0-3),colour 

GMOVE 

For use with line, moves plotting 
position. 

Format: GMOVE = 52039 
SYSGMOVE,X,Y 

X,Y is the plot position 

LINE 

Draws a line from last plotting 
position in modes 0,4. 

Format: LINE = 51754 
SYSLINE,A,X,Y 

For variable definition see 
POINT. 

TPOINT 

Draws a point in text modes 3,6,7 
(mode 8 if graphics are defined) 

Format: TPO = 51501 
SYSTPO,A,X,Y 

(0 or 1) normal or Exclusive 
OR 

X,Y plot position 

Plots in text modes in an 80% 50 
resolution, but for compatability 
it uses a 320% 200 number grid. 

CLG 

Format: CLG = 52151 
SYSCLG,A 

Clears graphics screen denoted by 
Aor!) 

GTEXT 

Mode 0 and 4 

Prints one specified character 
given by a number (see Com- 
modore Manual, p132 for 
characters). It may be upper or 
lower case, graphic or reverse 
field and single or double height. 
Both background and fore- 
ground colours may be independ- 
ently defined. It may be com- 
bined with hi-res graphics, giving 
more than full Teletext effects. 

Format: GTEXT = 52657 
SYSGTEXT,X,Y,A,B,C 

XY print position on a 40x25 
grid 

A colour, given by background 
colour+ 16*text colour 

B bit Ogivesthe screen printed to. 
bit 1 determines single or 

double height text. 

C Character:0-255 gives graphics 
character set, 256-511 gives 
text character set. 

CURSOR 

Format: CRSR = 53056 
SYSCRSR,X,Y 

Similar to TAB(X,Y). Sets print 
ing position of the cursor relative 
to the top left hand corner of the 
screen, 

SPRITE 

Format: SPRITE = 52164 
SYSSPRITE,N,X,Y 

‘Changes the position of sprite 
number N (0-7) to the position 
X,¥(511,255 max). 

SETSPRITE 

Format: SETSPRITE = 52248 
SYSSETSPRITE,N,A,M,B, 
C.D,X,Y,P,G 

Defines video registers for sprites 
in the following way: 

N sprite number (0-7) 
A sprite off/on (0-1) 
M normal or multicolour (0-1) 
B,C,D defines multicolours 0,1 

and 2 for all sprites (range 
0-15) 

X expand X off/on (0-1) 
Y¥ expand Y off/on (0-1) 
P foreground/sprite priority 

(0-1) 
G start of sprite graphics (0-255) 

MUSIC 

Plays a constant musicabnote of 
independent volume. To cut the 
note, use zero volume or POKE 
the waveform register to zero. 

Format: MUSIC = 52453 
SYSMUSIC,S,W,V,N,O,D 

S sound channel (0-2) 
W waveform 16,32,64 or 128 
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COMMODORE 64 PROGRAMMING 
V volume independent of other 

channels (0-15) 
N note number (0-11) gives C to 

B (manual p153) 
© octave number (0-7) 
D dummy value used for later 

expansion 

VoL 

Sets. master volume V (range 
0-15). 

Format: VOL = 52646 
SYSVOL,V 

FX 

Performs a few odd useful 
functions. 

O changes display column num- 
ber 38/40 (0/1) 

1 changes display row number 
24/25 (0/1) 

2 fine scrolls screen X wards 
(A 

rolls the screen Y wards 
0 
:blank screen; A = I:dis- 

play 
S sets master volume and filter 

modes (0-255) 
6 sets IRQ speed (i.e. cursor and 

Tirate), (0-255). Normally 67 
7 sets repeat keys. A=O:cursor 

only;64:no keys ; 128: all keys 

section 
Plotting rate in pixels per second 
(command only): 
POINT ~300; LINE ~ 3500; 

TPOINT — i000 

New Memory Map. 

0 systems variables 

DATAZG3, 226 
DATA16S, 252. 

Listing 1 — Extended BASIC part two. Use the CHECKSUM to 
make sure you have typed it in accurately 

8701788 : READA : POKEX+N, A: C=C+A: NEXT 
15 PRINT"CHECKSUM TOTAL 1="C 
16 PRINT"IT SHOULD BE Segare" 
20 X=2074#256 :C=8 
38 FORN=6T0226 
40 READA:POKECK+N). A‘ C=C+A 
‘S@ NEXT 
SS PRINT"CHECKSUM TOTAL 2="C 
ves PRINT"IT SHOULD BE 25677m™" 
66 DATAI73, .221.41,252,24,105,3,24 

DATAI41, ,221, 32,129,255, 162, 14,168, .3 

2128, 
pares. 3e, 56,233, 138, 144,5,169,1 
DATAI33, 253,96, 169, , 133,253 
DATAI33, 252. 133.251,165,97,201, 
DATA2ZGS, 3, 133,251,96,41,127,261,1 
DATA24G.247,201,9, ees 37 
DATA168, 169, 128,136 
DATA’4, 24, 136,208,251, 133,254 
DATALES, 1, 133,26, 165,98, 37.254 
DATA261, ,246,6,165,251,5,20,133,251 
DATAS, 26, 24,6, 254, 144,235,96 
DATALES, 1, 133,252, 165,98, 10,24 
DATAI66, 93,224, ,248,3,24,165,1,24 
DATA1S3,251,96 
DATA32, 8, 260,165,253, 246,3 
DATA? 246, 199, 165,252, 208,249.96 
DATAS2 9.200, 165,253,246,3 
DATA?6, 244, 199, 165,251,41,1 
DATAI41, 161, 3,165,251, 41,2, 240,2 
DATA169, 1.141, 162,3,165,251,41,4 
DATAZ4G, 2, 163, 1,141, 163,3,173. 22.207 
DATA24G, 18,173, 16. 207,141,66,3 
DATAL?3, 17, 267,141,61,3, 173,18, 207 
DATAI41,62.3,173,20, 267, 141,89.3 

DATAI73.21,207,141,90,3,32,8,200 
DATALES, 253. 240,1,96,165,251 
DATAI41,64,3,141,93,3,141, 17,207 
DATAI6S, 252, 141,63,3,141,92,3 
DATAI41, 16,207,32,8, 200,165,253 

208,222, 16! 
260 DATAI41,65,3,141,94,3, Ta Ie, 207 

DATA173. 19. 207,246,13,201,1,240.9 
DATAZG1. 4,246,5,261,5,246,1,96 
DATAI?3. 22, 207.248, 15, 166, 
DATA14@, 22. 207,261,2,240,3,76, 107,263 

DATAI41,55,3,173,20, 207, 141,54.3 
DATAS2, 8,260, 165,253.246,1,96 
DATAI6S, 251,24, 162,252, 1 
spate ees 252, 186.24, 141,52,3,56. 

5 DATA23,84,144,2,.24,96,32,8. 200 
DATAIGS, 253. 240, 1,96,165,252,246,1 
DATAS6, 165,251, 74.24,74,24,141,53.3 
DATASG,» 233,50, 144,2.24,96 
DATAI73, 19, 207,261 .3,246,13,261,6 

DATAI92, ,268, 
4@5 DATAI?7,251,217,,207,240,7,208 

DATA192, 16,208. 

06.24 

435 DATAI4: 
448, DATALCS. 1 tare 22. 
Bon DATA169, 2, 173,22, 
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1024 screen and colour for hi-res 
screen 0 

2048 BASIC RAM 

8192 hi-res screen 0, continues to 
16193 

14336 user-defined characters 

16384 hi-res screen 1 

24576 hi-res screen 1 colour, to 
25575 

40960 BASIC ROM 

49152 Extended BASIC code to 
53247 

Command Input 

10 machine code. Location 
indicated by appropriately 
named variable (nb. access time is 
saved by use of only the first 2 
letters of this variable). Further 
values read by separate routine, 
This will read both variables and 
numbers, but will not evaluate 
expressions. Only integer values 
can be used. 

Error Calls 

“Illegal Quantity” if a value is 
of range. 

“Syntax Error” if too many or 
too few values come after the 
command, if a comma does not 
follow the command, or if an ex- 
pression is used. 

DATA24G,9,261,7,240,5,201,8,240,1 
DATA24, 173,52,3,24,74,24,141,56,3,16 
DATA24, 141,57, 3,173. 1 56 
DATAZ37,57.3.24, 141,60,3, 173,53,3 
DATA24, 74,24, 141,58,3.16,24 
DATA141,59,3,173,53,3,56,237,59,3 
DATA24, 16,24,141,61,3,24,169,68,3 

raph 248, 

DATAI73, 56,3, 172,58,3,192,,240,13 
DATA24, 185, 4G, 144,3,24,236,252, 136 

243, 133,251,168, 

1 
141,62,3 

2 168.,152 mare sae, 425 DATALEO. .145,251,165,252,24 422 DATALGS, 212, 24,133,282 173,54, 
207,76, 134,206 
207.76) 134,200 

7 119,206, 165,251,133,2 



DATAS2, 119,208, 166,251, 165,2.56 
DATAZ33.4, 176-9) 142,26, 207,165.2 
DATAI41.21,207,96,24,201,,208.4 
DATAL42, 134.2, 96,56) 233, 1,24 
DATHIS3, 2,56, 233, 15,144,2, 24,96 
DATA164. 2. 165, 251,153, 32,208.96 
DATAS2, 119, 266,173, »221,41,252.3)3 
DATAI41,.221,173,17,268,41, 159, 
DATA141, 17,208,173, 22, 288,41,239 
DATAI41, 22,268, 169,21, 141,24,208 
DATA165, 251,56,233,9, 144.4.24 
DATA76 246, 199. 165,251,133,2 
DATAS2, 8,200, 165,251.41.1,141,181,3 
DATAS2.8,260,165,251,41,1,201, 
DATA2Z40.3, 32,215,194, 165,2 
DATAI41,19, 207,201, ,208.14,169.31 
DATAI41,24, 208,173, 17,208,9,32 
DATA141, 17,208, 96,261, 1,263, 11 
DATA173, 22, 208.9,16,141,22,208,24 
DATA144,227,201, 2,208, 14,169, 21 
DATAI41,24, 208,173.17, 208,9,64 
DATAI41, 17,.208,96,201.3,208. 14 
DATAIGS, 21. 141,24, 268, 173,22,268 
DATAS, 16,141.22, 208. 96,201,4 
DATA203, 24,169,128, 141,24,208 
DATAI73,.221,41,252,9,2.141,,221 

DATAI73. 17, 208,9,32,141,17,208.96 
DATAZH1 5.208, 11,173,22,208,9,16 
DATA141,22,208,24.144,217,201.6 
DATAZGS, 1, 96,201,.7,208,6, 163,23 

DATA141,.24, 268,96, 169, 31,141.24, 268 
DATAS6. 
DATAS2Z, &, 200, 165,253,268, 11,234 
DATAIGS, 252, 141, 16,267, 165,251 
DATAI41, 17, 267, 32,8, 208,165,253 
DATAZ4G, 1,96, 165, 252.208, 251 
DATAIGS, 251,141, 18,207,956 
DATAL?3,62,3.205,65,3, 268,17 
DATAI73, 61,3, 265,64,3.208,9 
DATAI73, 66,3, 205,63, 3,208,196 
DATA173,62,3, 56,233,200, 144,11,24 
DATA173,-65, 3,56, 233, 208, 144,2,24,96 
DATAI73,/60,3,240,24,173,63,3,246,19 
DATAI73,61,3,56,233,64,144,11,24 
DATA173,64,3,56.233,64,144,2,24,96 
DATA7S, 112,197 
DATAS2, 119,268, 165,251,41.1 
DATAI41, 161,3,76,215,194 
DATAS2: 119, 200, 165,251.41.7,24,10 
DATA24 133, 2, 169,1,133,255, 164,251 
DATA192, .240,6,6,255, 24, 136,268,258 
DATAS2. 8.200, 165,253, 240,3 
DATA76, 246, 199,165,251, 164.2 
DATAIS3, 208,165,252, 246,85 
DATAI73: 16,288,5,255, 24,144.13 
DATA169, 255. 56,229, 255,24,133,255 
DATAI?S, 16,208,37,255, 141, 16,268 
DATAS2: 119,206, 165,251,164,2 
DATAIS3, 1,268.96 
DATAS2, 119,200, 165,251.41,7,133.2 
DATA169. 1,133,255, 164,251,192, 
DATAZ4. 6,6, 255, 24, 136,288,250 
DATA169, 255, 56,229,255, 24,133.75 
DATASZ, 119,206, 165,251.41, 1,261, 
DATAZ4G, 8, 173,21.208,5,255,24 
DATA144,5, 173,21,288,37.75 
DATA141,21, 268,32, 119,208, 165,251 
DATA41, 1,261, .246,8,173,28,263 
DATAS, 255,24. 144,5,173,28,208,37,75 
DATA141,28, 268,32, 119,206, 165,251 
DATA164, 2, 153, 39. 208.32, 119,266 
DATA1E5, 251, 141,37,208, 32,119, 200 

808 DATAI6S. 251,141, 38,208, 32, 119.200 

B05 DATAIGS, 251,41,1,201,,246,8 
810 DATAI73, 29. 208,5,255,24, 144.5 
815 DATAI73,29, 208, 37,75, 141,29, 208 
828 DATAS2, 119,200, 165.251,41.1,201, 
825 DATA24S,8, 173,23,208,5,255, 24 
838 DATAI44, 5S, 173,23,208,37,75 
835 DATAI41. 23,208, 32,119,200, 165.251 
848 DATA41,1,201,,246,8,173,27,208 
845 DATAS, 255,24, 144,5,.173,27,208 
858 DATAS7, 75, 141,27,208,32,119,206 
855 DATAI65S. 251, 164, 2,153, 248,7.96 
955 DATASZ. 119,200, 165,.251,41,3,201,3 
968 DATA2GS, 1,96,168, 192, ,240, 16,169, 
965 DATAZ4, 105,7,24. 136,208,249, 168 
33 DATAI32, 2,32, 119,208, 165,251,9) 1 
975 DATA1S3, 255, 41,254, 164,2,153.4.212 
980 DATALE9, 15, 153,5,212,32,119,260 
985 DATALES, 251,41,15, 16,24, 16,24, 10,24 
990 DATAIG, 24, 164.2, 153,6,212,32,8,200 
995 DATAIGS, 253, 246,1,96, 165,252 
1000 DATAZGS,251,165,251,56,233. 12 
1005 DATAI76,244,24,165,251, 16,24, 168 
101G DATA19S, 40.207, 133,80, 195.41,207 
1G15 DATA133.79,32,119.200,165,251 
1920 DATA41,7,133,81,163.7,56,229,81 
1025 DATA24. 168,261. ,246,12. 165,80 
1638 DATAZ4, 166. 162,79, 24,136,208, 248 

1835 DATA133,80,32,8, 200, 165,253,240-3 
104 DATATE, 246, 199, 165,252, 133,82 
1645 DATALES, 251.24,42,38,82,24,42 
1694 DATASS, 82, 24,164,2, 153, 23,207 
1055 DATA16S. 82, 153,24, 207, 169.1 
186@ DATA1S3.25,267,.165,79,153.,212 
1065 DATA165,9@, 153, 1,212,165, 255 
1676 DATA1S3,4.212,96 
1075 DATASZ, 119,200, 165,251,41,15 
1086 DATAI41,24,212,96 
110 DATAS2, 119,200, 165,251,56,233,.40 

DATAG1, 1,141,733) 165,251 4152 ‘ 

DATAI41, 74,3201, .240,10,173, 7163 
DATAZO1, 24,208, 3, 76.240, 199 

DATAZ2, 8, 208, 165. 251,24,42, 38, 252 

DATAZ4, 42,33, 252..24,42,38. 252,24 

DATAI33;251, 165-252,24, 105,208.24 

DATAI 33, 252, 169,4,133,81, 173, 78.3 

DATAL72. 71/3, 192, ,248,11,24 

Par See 144,3,24,230,81,136 
F208, 245, 133,88, 173, 73,3, 240.8 

Davaies. 1.24, 105,92.24,133,81 

DATAL6S. . 133,254, 173, 76,3,24,42 
DATAZS, 254.24, Ke 38,254, nes 38.254 
DATAZ4. 172, 71,3,192, ,246, 13.2: 
DATA19S.64, 144, 3, 24,236,254 
DATAZ36. 254, 136,208, 243,133,253 < 
DATAI73, 73>3.268,8, 165,254.24 
DATAI@S, 32.24, 144,5,165,254,24 
DATAIG5. 64, 24,133,254, 173, 14,220 
DATA41, 254, 141, 14,226,165,1,41,251 
DATAI33, 1,160. ,173.74,3,208,29 
DATAI73, 72. 3.145,8G,177,251,145,253 
DATAZGS, 192,8,268,247,165, 1.9.4 
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1386 DATAI33,1 
1394 DATA173.72.3,145, 88, 160,46, 145,36 
1408 DATA169, , 162, , 133,82, 133.383 
1410 DATAI64. 92, 177,251. 164,83,145,253 
1426 DATAZOB. 145, 253,236,82,236.83 
1430 DATAZ36,83,192,7,208,235, oe nore 
144GDATAZS. 105,64, 144, 3,24, 236. 
1456 DATA236, 254, 133,253,232, Teo v4, 2 

DATAZGS,.212524, 144,179 
DATAS2, 126, 124,226, 123,97,255,236 
DATAIGS, 127,225, 251,98, 252,254,166 
DATA, 1165544 54)49:234) sorrasrryee 
DATAI34, 36, 142,24, 156, 139,159,126 
DATA168, 256, 179.6, 189,172,200,243 
DATAZ12,236, 225, 143,238,248. 253,46. 
DATASZ, 119,260. 165,251, 133,80 
DATASZ, 119.206,165,251,24,176 
DATA164, 84, 76,246,255 
DATAZ2, 119,206, 165, 251,41,7. 133,81 
DATAZ2, 119, 260, 165,251,176, 165.31 
DATA2G8. 18. 138, 240,2, 169.8. 133,82 
DATAI73, 22,208, 41,247,5,82 
DATAI41,22,268,96,201, 1,208.18 
DATAL38, 240,2, 169,83, 133,82 
DATAL73, 17. 268, 41,247,5,82 
DATAI41,17, 268. 96,261,2,208,16 
DATAL38,41,7,193, 82, 173,22,208 
DATA41, 248.5, 82,141, 22,268,96 
DATAZO1»3, 268, 16,138,41,7, 133,82 
DATAL73, 17,208, 41,248,5,82 

250 DATAL41,17,268,96,201,4,208,18 
DATA138; 246, 2, 169, 16, 133,82 
DATAL73, 17, 208,41,239,5,82 
DATAI41, 17, 208, 96,261,5,208,5 
DATAI38, 141,24, 212,96, 201,6,208,5. 

2300 a 141,5,220,96, 138, 141, 138.2 

Listing 2 — a demonstration program shows the vers 
new commands 

10 MODE=51928:GCOL=51770: POS 1334 

46 
AVE PART ONE® 

Geeta eaKSIN Chee 160) SYSPO.2,N, 9% 

SYSGCOL, 1,7 
FORN=GTD1S9STEPE 
SYSGMOVE, 38, 196°SYSLINE,2,300.N 
NEXT 
SYSGCOL-0.8 
FORN=6TO199STEP6 
SYSGMOVE, 316, 180:SYSLINE,6,26,N 

SYSMODE, 6.0, 
ACO=8:AC1 =57AC2)=12ACS)=12:ACHI=15, 
FORN=0TO4 
SYSGTEXT.N,@,235,8, ACN) 
SYSGTEXT/N. 1.5.2, ACN? 
NEXT 
FORN=0T04 
MEN+5  C=ACND4+256 > SYSGTEXT, XG, 114.8,0 
SYSGTERT, X, 1,392, 

FORN=0T04 
MeN+10/C=A(N)+128°SYSGTEXT» HB, 160.0 
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2173, 14,226,9,1,141,14,228,96 SYSGTEXT, 
NEXT 
FORN=@T0999 : NEXT 
SYSMODE, 6.8, :PRINT"2" 
SYSGCOL,5,8:SYSGCOL,6.0 
SYSGCOL, 1,4 
FORN=4T031 5STEP4 SY: B/N. 190:NEXT 

SYSGCOL, 1,6 
FORN=8T031 1STEP4 
S=100-9G#SIN((N-8)¥n/152) :SYSTPO,G,N,S 
NEXT 
SYSGCOL, 1,2 

38 FORN=8T031 1STEP4 
$=100-908C0S¢CH-8) 4, 
NEXT 
FORN=GT0999: NEXT 
PRINT": 

STPO, GN, S 

OOSTEP-2:T=5/ 543) 
944 epSnusic. 8,%,8,8,0,0 
945 L=0~1: earch ala A iad 
ras Panne thay 

vSnUsTCy 8%, 15,K%.0,8 
eat het SVSMUSIC, 1, 15)K2,L,0 
978 pe Eso i WR=15-N'SYSVOL, V2! NEXTH, S)0 

Micro Tip TI-99/4A 

A question of definition 
Home Computing Weekly has printed a number of program: 
for the VIC-20 in two or even three parts. Typically, he first 
pores defines the graphics and then a second program uses 

‘So, what can the T1-99/4A do? 
The standard character set is always restored when a 

prcerant is completed and another loaded, so we can't use 

In TI BASIC, the cassette loader uses the same area of VDP 
‘AM as user defined graphics. Loading a tape immediately 

Femoves your definitions for these characters, so that’s ou. 
Extended Basic uses different memory mapping! 
mall program to define characters 127to 143, and 

second program from tape, the redefined 
characters can be used. 

‘That isn’t very many characters, of course, but if memory is 
really tight, using an initial character defining program will 
save over 300 bytes of memory at minimum, and possibly as 
much as 500 bytes. That can make a See ‘sometimes. 

Try it. In Extended BASIC enter and rut 
10 FOR’ ar a TO 143 :: CALL CHART, ““F1010101F1"") 

Nowlosa a program which uses (but does not define) 
characters 127 to 143. You will see they have retained their 
definitions from the first program. 
Fp You dormathave eich a proprans, iy/-snseshing sal 

HO FOR T= 127 TO 143 :: PRINT TS CHRS(1) :: NEXT T 
‘Stephen Shaw 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Griddiebug/  Gridmaster's weaknesses, then 
fife nets easier. There are 10 evels 

Bogeyman MW scupsativee. The set-up 
TI-99/4A £7.95 ‘outine is tiresome, otherwise a 

: very good game. 
Softstuff, PO Box 182, I cannot say the same for 
Cambridge Bogeyman. Your task is to fight 
T can't help liking a game that germs causing Clive's cold — yes, 
rewards a high score with “Oh | that sort of Bogeyman. It is 

jolly well done!"" It makes a difficult to control with very poor 
refreshing change from the usual key response.. Scoring system is 
jargon incomprehensible and the game 

Griddlebug is fast moving, must be RUN for each play. The 
calling for quick responses. You instructions go on in a humorous 
hhave to keep griddlebug alive by way, which is fun but makes 
guiding him to meals and things less than clear. There are 
avoiding the voracious Grid- no on-screen instructions for 
master by dodging behind Golden either. 
Apples or Power Packs. You 

Newly-launched games for a 
selection of computers get the 

once over from our review fhust size up thesituation quickly instructions 30% 
imidelayis fatal, Success takesyou playability 70% 
to thenext screen for more of the Braphics 0% panel 
same, Walle for money 7% 

"The game js very difficult but 
penwvete and you may discover ie 

programmer has gone to town on 
Countdown the graphics and colours. {t shows 

WIC20 + BK/IGK war can be done with an 
£5.50 Expanded VIC. There are three 

Paramount, 67 Bishopton Lane, Skill levels but, rather, than 
Stockton, Clevedoe Speeding up the ‘action, it cuts 
This is a goodie. Once you realise Oe ee on Lapaeeeg 
jour best chance of survival, and |My main compitnt & it 
high score, is to keep moving, it Only loaded properly about once 
shows all’ the ingredients of a i” 10 attempts. I know it could 
really addictive game. just be my copy, but with an 
‘The sceneisthecountdowntoa increasing degree of copy 

bomb going off. You must get out protection we seem to get 
u increasin liability of rf 

ofthehouse (screen one), through iMcreasing unre ue onat I pro iy3 YOUr thing th, 
the jungle (screen two) and down loading. Sort it out fellows. No ra being certainly dove Att Your It 
the sewers (screen three) where On€ wants even a brilliant games thing Must remember oresmesiliy’ tit claims but 
you find and defuse the bomb. If tS 10 much of a pain to load. 

you succeed you are straight back 4. 

Toscreen one for another go, Each 
screen has it quota or hazards, instructions 

firing bolts, dropping coconuts Playabilty 
and so on to be avoided. saphics 
Unusually the first screen is the Yalvefor money 90% 

em) and one instruc rearrange mB 20 thar yd One jusuctions 
can Playabilit ‘again 2d then try -BFaphics Value ™ contains for money 80% 

be driving 

was supposed 1 I plays | got rov hich dual: 
3-p Race was ever ater several plays 1 Cruiser/ provisions, which gradually 

‘and started enjoying become depleted. Re-stockin; 

TH99/GR EG the idea snd se raperature Character — crnoniy be achieved by returning 
jom of the Generator — starting point. me 

are, 10 Alston Enq fuel are at the bor 
Stainless Softw ASK! ate oS giving a drivers The lockside pubs close after 
Heed soca CHEESES en, ongige tracks TE TI-99/4A £5.55 serving cach pint so curing your 
ON eye vil 8 ee zon Journey they must be regularly re- 

selen pretty Solway Software, 6 Curzon Shed i continue seri. 
Street, Maryport, 
6LL 
In Cruiser you go on a long pub 
crawl round a canal seeking 
refreshment at each of the 
lockside pubs. It doesn't matter if 
you're not a drinker as you may 
cither collect beer or lemonade! 

Using the arrow keys, you steer 
round the waterway starting from 

s e¢ some 

wi Ot hence car Facing AES Overall, amusing with aD erall, amusing with plenty of 
variety, skill levels run from 1 to 
30, well crashproofed and even an 
option for users with black and 
white TVs. 

Side 2 has a useful character 
generator for defining your own 
characters and obtaining their 
hexadecimal codes iW. 

time to time. 

level (one —— Sie andzoomoff. Standard TH) we use 
hetrackamgear and S\oerammers ba 

Mon a thee trim’ You can Protsage extremely well 

accelerate ae Secelerate NG food value for MOM? 
1d the 
All in 

B. 

som Pamting 2 tbe top. The sourse i 
Drake. evel one the £8 iqcrctons cor fares paduaily more blocked istructions sob 
turned out to be pretty Cte playability 90% as other boats appear and moor. Prarie UE 

‘Although instructions °° raphics 90% Crashing into these too often Sraphies | reed 
results in a long walk home or a 

aki 
sate are given a bot load of Madi. Mie, Mle nee 

value for money Pan ae ae aka 
going on, in particular ‘which car 
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NEW HOME COMPUTER CABINET 

SPECIAL OFFER £79.95 
incl. VAT & Delivery 

Especially designed for your home computer system, 
whilst also accommodating your video recorder. 
Our cabinet has been custom designed after intensive 
consultation with P.C, users to provide maximum 
comfort and convenience during those long hours spent 
slaving over a hot micro, 
The cabinet includes many features not previously 
available, and as well as combining the very best 
aspects of modern furniture design, it provides an 
ergonomic and practical layout for all the major com- 
ponents of your system. 
In fact, we are proud to claim that your cabinet will look 
perfectly at home in your lounge, dining room, or even 
bedroom 

324," height, 36” width, 16%,” depth. 

JUST CHECK THESE STANDARD FEATURES 

‘Smooth sliding shelf locks in position just where you require it —and 
neatly glides away ater use 
The computer shelf has been designed to allow adequate ‘Knee 
room’ for you to sit comfortably, and will avoid ‘programmers back 
ache’ 
‘Adequate room to position tape recorder. printer, disc-drives, etc. 
alongside computer tor ease of use 
All cables neatly and safely out of sight, while allowing all units to be 
permanently connected if desired. 
Lots of storage space for cassettes, cartridges, books. listing paper 
joysticks, etc. 
With shelves and doors closed, instantly becomes an elegant piece 
of furniture 
The lower shell accommodates all makes of video recorders 
currently available. 

8 Smart teak effect finish, 
9 Supplied as a flat-pack. Very simple to assemble, using just a 

screwdriver. Full instructions supplied, 

TERMS OF OFFER Uk Mainland Customers only. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery. Cash with order or charge to one of the credit card accounts specified. Money back guarantee if not satisfied provided the goods are returned undamaged within 72 hrs of the customer taking receipt 

ORDER FORM 

Please send me one of your new Home Computer Cabinets as advertised. 1 enclose my cheque for £79.95 or please debit my 

Access/Barclaycard NO ......-00-02e0ee0ee0+.. Name (Block letters) .....2....... -+ +++ Signed 

Address . ee 

MARCOL CABINETS, 8 Bugle Street, Southampton SO1 OAJ. Tel: (0703) 38455 

(24hr answering) 



SPECTRUM PROGRAM 

Your skill as 
commander of a 
moonbase is 
called upon in 
Gary Burrows’ 
strategy game 
for either 
model of the 
Spectrum 

Memin | PRIME "ome Pau Saas 0 TO 148 

How it works 
50-138 initial set up 
142-148 decrease in supplies each 

year 
152-160 screen display 

‘900-912 end of game 

You'll need to think sensibly 
when you play Moonbase ZX, 
my strategy game for either 
model of the Spectrum. 

You play the part of the 

Wares Cet weeryou current 

How long will you 
survive on Moonbase? 

commander of a moon base and 
you must keep the base opera 
tional for as long as possible 
which means ensuring you have 
enough oxygen, food, water, 
minerals and money. 

Try to keep the base running 
for as many years as possible. 

The program can be made 
easier or harder by changing the 
random values of v throughout 
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SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Earth Defence 
£4.95 

Artic Computing, Main Street, 
Brandesburton, Driffield YO2S 

Earth Defence is Arctic's version 
of Missile Command. You must 
defend your cities and missilesites 
from destruction by invading 
nuclear missiles — a very 
unpleasant scenario. 

‘The missiles are represented by 
lines moving down the screen. 
You must move your sights and 
firein anticipation of the missile’s, 
position. 

‘The game is very difficult to 
play, even on the easiest skill 
level, because there are so many 
missiles, and it is hard to judge 
when to fire, To add to the 
difficulty you only have a limited 
umber of missiles, so it seem: 
best to limit yourself to defending 
one city. 

169. 

the shivers then Rapedes — 
centipedes’ revenge’ 
perhaps one to avoid 

giant arachnids but 5 
owner eating snails 
centipedes to boot. 

invader-type game where al 

Visions (Software Factory), Fel- 
ate Mews, Studland St, London 

If a splder in the bath gives you 

ause you 
‘are confronted not only with 

trum 
and 

Basically it's a traditional space 
jens 

The graphics are fairly 
uninspired with the exception of 
the explosions. The sound is a 
good simulation of white noise. 
Should you survive the first 
attack wave you are given bonus 
points for the number of 
Temaining missiles and undest- 
royed cities, and a new attack 
‘commences. 

‘There are three levels of play, 
with one or too player option. The 
game also works with the Sinclair 
and Kempston joystick inter- 
faces. 
1 didn’t enjoy Earth Defence, 

bbut it seems an adequate version 
of what is, in my opinion, a poor 
arcade game. S.E. 
instructions 
playability 
‘graphics 
value for money 

clearer than many games. 
‘There are five speed levels, on 

short and so hectic that the hold 

takea breather, sort out your next 

insecticide. The option to use a 
Kempston joystick is available 
and would make life much easier. 

‘On the whole it will appeal to 
those in search of “blast 
everything in sight”” games. But, 
while by no means a bad game, i 
found interest began to wane 
quite quickly. DJ. 

tions and scores to be much 

the highest of which life is usually 
feature is very useful in order to 

ior simehy foci a’ ta of 

have been replaced by assorted 

icularly ugly spider and 
found the text used for instruc- 

creepies which advance down the instructions 80% 
screen through a field of playability 0% 
mushrooms, ‘graphics 85% 

Graphics are fair with a valueformoney ‘73% 

kkk 

catch 
three lives. is 

tructions. An 
ore Succession of tans uns 

oss the top of thescreen, an 
the bottom is the post office 

which has : 
Pat the 

bursting into flames: 
beaches 

Stream 4BK break off and run 

Liss 
station for help. 

fal 

£6.95 in, omnia |, mail runs an 
: 

Mikro-Gen, 24 Agar Crescent, pal ee ue there 

Bracknell, Berks. 
Bane! Myeows lives Ul 

i 
osumany eg Fame referred 10 On tHE 

hidden inthe houses of @ inserts. 

‘0 which must be the 

lve formoney 
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Rall St, Manchester Mis, 

Jumbly 48K 
£6.95 

dk'Tronics, Shire Hill Industrial 
Estate, Saffron Walden, Essex 
CBII3AX 

onder of numbers or keters. 
Starting with one of three titles 

of the animated pictures avail- 
able, the computer jumbles up the 
blocks forming the picture in a 
five by four grid and loses one block to leave room for sliding using keyboard or joystick. 
Complete the puzzle within the 
target number of moves and you 
move on to the next title. Apart 

Game for 
some fun? 

Mand, 
Where itch te Staniey inareien sani ie Vien 

e 
chen = vi 

from the three starter pictures, 
the others remain secret until you 
hhave successfully completed the 
previous picture, 
Once past the starter section the 

game becomes more complicated 
by the introduction of screen 
scrolling in different directions at various speeds. dk’s description of this is “*mind bogaling””. Mine is less polite but this is a family 
ry ae 

you manage to complete the 
final picture you will be eligible to 
enter a design competition for 
Jumbly II. 

Difficult, challenging — but 
very enjoyable. DJ. 

instructions 80% 
playability 85% 
‘graphics 90% 
value formoney 75% 

xk kk 



We sell the best 
software for all the 
best home and 

business computers 

382 Ki
ngs Roa

d, AMONTPAS 
, ROAD 

SW3 

L any purchase when 

spEClen $1 ff you bring this 

OFF ft; advertisement with you 

Come in and see us, today! 



we ge GB 
Pa = -_— => o = 

A NEW DIMENSION IN EXCITEMENT FROM VORTEX SOFTWARE. 
Stop the advance of the Millitoids. Survive the maze PLEASE RUSH ME: 

of death, rationalise the paradox zone and overcome | -~SPECTRUM 48kK— 
the dangers encountered in the fl d KEYBOARD/JOYSTICK OPTION 

Achieve this and return to th wis W, (_JANDROID Twos) EACH transporter capsule before the deadline f) a eo 
But bewar e are lethal Hoverdroids. 4 oA i a TOTAL VALUE ie 
Bouncers and land mines everywhere. 

3D full colour graphic effects, mac 
code fast action and multi-screen SOFTWARE) BE 
wraparound zones naake Android Two a — x 
mindblowing action game 

SEEK OUT ANDROID TWO AT | x TEXSOFT ROAD MANCHESTER M239HD. 
WELCOME————— "ALL THE BEST DEALERS. |_ [DEALER ENQUIRI 

—_——— Vortex are always seeking exciting new programs. Contact us or send sample. - 



SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Sinclat, Li
 

oe 
Ween playing the Wrong, music, 

Roe aelearing the 
rudiments) 

Don't all ‘major scales ‘have the 

music, this proBram 
adie nap POmeTTST TTS? And

 1 DENTS 

occa 
that rhythm is too complicated 

10 

ois wo prods Tbate ite ee 
Maze under the genet 

snown 10 produce F ote Reading of time and bar line, 

Known 10 Fogs instruments $0.1 These comme ea
 

ut of caraly very interes
ted. TBE and not co

me o detract Ron 

Tape comes, with explanatery the Hetellence of the Progra 

Rooke, ang ory 
Miri Tor Besides, { would assume Te th

 

There are n 
serious ‘stud

ent would have, the 

Mme of the most ‘ guidarcough, that the Progrart 

ps Omoduces “notes, 08 may be pried 
: 1 be priced out of the ‘reach of 

= This demonstr
acs pitch, 

the younger ‘pud
ding musici

an 

a oe 08.
 Of ee as we

lls 

ae ’ a duratonsgotnetimeandk
ey i 

ag 

Record Keep
er iid card” search facilities, One atatures are explained por 

100% 

moatvou fancy yourself as 2, display 
100% 

‘ther novel is the superb report 

BBC 32K EVS.
BO generator program also ate 

pritish aroudeaston © Cea
 er pat ‘almost infinite 

Corporation, 35 Marylebone variety int styles and 

High Street, London,
 WIM 4AA- bee

 ‘all of which can De 

cclngheer you can, replay and wales tag 
15% 

F 5 
the program 
Sho te oe 

acme 50 names and addresses 
at is not the limit of the 

and addresses Ca” 

BBC's generousity, however, be held per file. This does
 eTeaas 

Bees te cassette version tere speed, however, and te 
besides the Cersiom. too. What's our ean work within these limits 

is ore, there is a full explanation this is the program for YO, 

manele differences and how files 
Le 

Gfom one may be read by the instructions 
95% 

other. 3 ease of use 
95% 

“The program is very rObUs, and display 
958% 

exible. with particularly, good value for money 100% 
Drogrant® .Bave. eqn 
ch td 

u e Me 

‘also. no written instructions 

150 Fag — a least tot with mY 
pr 
review COPY: 

Christine C ‘Although 
the cassette was 

ice 
tabuted, instructions, of 

Cat ros 
dnoy certainly weren't 

sonal reco! ds 

by asking whether YOu wish (©. gye ite handli nt 

a anid 
ecu the £7 nen there's no ronan 

one, Yous procedur
es for whieh bt a beginner, MR 

the varigyou select: procedures son using. 

Seto verti per record 183 th 
; sichs and, ontape, an examPfe 

eer ceromot G2 Ue ara Tiles Would aR te 
‘being just adequat®

 

files, OF display de
lete or change 

filescord. Upaates are Prove i instructions 
Upeeniry has DEC eaceof use 

iy 

display 
value for money 

80% 

r==s= 
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SPECTRUM GAMES 
SPECTRUM DARTS (48K) 
Five games of darts for 1-5 players, 501, Cricket, Killer, 
Round the board, Noughts and Crosses, four levels of play 
per game, take on the computer or friends at these games of 
skill and judgement £5.50 

WHEELER DEALER 
As for the Commodore 64, but now available for the 48K 
Spectrum, Texas T199/4A and Dragon 

VIC-20 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
JACKPOT 
This is it, the ultimate Fruit Machine for the VIC with 
nudge, hold and respin 100% machine code. “Overall 
Jackpot is a beautifully written simulation giving superb 
graphics, animation and use of colour. In fact, this pro- 
gram makes Commodore’s Fruit Machine cartridge look 
unbelievably cheap and nasty.’” Home Computing Weekly 
No. 20 19/7/83. : £5.50 

KWAZY KWAKS 
Accuracy and speed are required for this Shooting Gallery, 
superb use of colour and graphics in this new and challeng- 
ing game from theauthor of Jackpot. 100% machinecode, 
joystick or keyboard control... . 

PACMANIA 
Choose your own game from the following options — dif- 
ficulty 1-3 speed 1-3, size of maze 1-3, visible or invisible 
maze, still or moving power pills, define your own key con- 
trols, any combination, if this is your type of game, then 
this is the one for you, for the 3K expand VIC 
BUGSY (Joystick Only) 
This is a Minefield with a difference as you step on the 
stones whilst collecting purple boxes which give your both 
time and points, they disappear from beneath your feet. 
DO NOT DESPAIR! “BUGSY”’ will randomly replace 
the stones but avoid bumping into him or its sudden death! 
Anoriginal compulsive and challenging game 

MINI-ROULETTE — PONTOON — HI-LOW 

Three great games of chance for the VIC, try to beat the 
computer, hours of fun, full colour, sound effects and 
tunes ... 

SUPER BANK MANAGER — A full feature version any 
memory size, but needs 3K expansion £7.50 

COMMODORE 64 
GAMES AND UTILITIES 
JACKPOT 64 
At last its here, specially written for the 64, by the author 
of “JACKPOT” the ultimate Fruit Machine program for 
the VIC 3.0... = 50 
(available from Ist Nov) 
WESTMINSTER 
A game for up to four players, can you lead the party of 
your choice and win the general election, you tour the 60 
constituencies (seats) buying votes, when you can, (just 
like the real thing), this must be one of the first board type 
games specially written for the computer. Why play on 
your own, have fun with your family and friends playing 
WESTMINSTER 

RED ALERT 

A game for 1-4 players, with sound and graphics. Make 
money in casinos, commit robbery, hide from the police, 
hire secret agents, (some of whom can be treacherous), 
negotiate for weapons, find and attack the secret rocket 
base to launch the missile, and watch the havoc and 
destruction caused. There’s no turning back from 
“RED ALERT” . £5.50 

WHEELER DEALER 
A game for two to twenty players, become a tycoon of the 
motor trade, you must obtain gearboxes, tyres and engines 
to produce cars for sale. Form syndicates, buy and ex- 
change parts, buy dealerships, but be careful, you may 
become bankrupt and have to liquidate, find out what you 
are made of, have you got what it takes to become a 
WHEELER DEALER 

LUNAR RESCUE 
Our new version, avoid the asteroid belt, to rescue the 
stranded scientists, then fight your way back to the mother 
ship, fast reactions are required to safely land and dock 
your lunar module £5.50 
PURCHASE LEDGER 
Easy to use, single entry, handles 400 invoices per month, 
Gross/Nejt purchases, V.A.T. ‘ £14.50 
Disk Version ............. - £17.00 
(available from Ist Nov) 

SALES LEDGER — As Above £14.50 
Disk Version £17.00 

CHIPMON — Contains a one- or two- pass Assember, 
Disassembler and Monitor. A programming aid for the 
development of machine code programs and routines on 

r, but 
£7.50 

Now available on disc with added facilities £10.00 
Full documentation with all utility programs. 
Other software available for the VIC and Commodore 64, 
send for free brochure, including RABBIT SOFTWARE 
at £5.50 each. Send Cheques/PO’s to: 

MR CHIP SOFTWARE 
Dept HCW, 1 NEVILLE PLACE, LLANDUDNO, GWYNEDD LL30 3BL. 

Te 
Wanted: High quality software, of all types, for export and UK distribution. 

All programs now available on disc please allow £2.50 extra. 

92 49747 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
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Space gets crowded as 
you fight off the invaders 

Unlike most shoot-’em-up games 
written in BASIC, my Space 
Debris game is fast and addictive 
and has some original features 
which could only be achieved on 
the BBC micro. 

The program runsin mode2on 
the model B with operating 
system 1.2 and occupies 5.8K and 
requires a pair of joysticks. 

You control a space ship at the 
bottom of the screen and have to 
shoot the approaching invaders 
with your laser beam. 

When the beam hits an invader 
it may just chop a bit off or the 
resulting explosion may leave 
some debris behind — hence the 
name of the game. 

ich 
routine 

710-1460 PROCedure to draw 
aliens on screen 

1470-1560 PROCedure to fire 

This feature makes the game 
difficult because you cannot rely 
on a single hit to destroy an 
invader, which is more real to life 
than if you hit a wing tip and the 
entire invader explodes. 

‘The waves build up with dif- 
ferent multi-coloured invaders 
appearing along with the 
previous waves, so after a while 
the screen gets pretty full. 

If you manage to survive the 
first five waves you will find the 
sixth wave is very different. 

First of all the screen changes 
colour — making some of the 
invaders difficult to see — and 
large solid triangles appear. 

New features make Space 
Debris a challenging game. 

Kevin Boyd wrote the program 
for the BBC model B micro with 

two joysticks 

eusereus 
898888383 

* SPaAcE 
. By 

KEVIN BOYD 

sl 
4 3 

YOoU2S, 239,295, 126, 60,24 
YOUZS, 248,129, 46,48, 

Suite 

490 
IF POINT (SHIP%,38)<2@0R POINT (SHIP%+25,4@)<>00R P 

OINT (SHIP%+5@, 38) <>@THENPROCSHIP_EXP: GOTO4S® 
519 IFTIMES@@ THENA=RND (1200) 1 PROC_SHAPE2: VDUS@: VDUL 

520 IFTIME>1@OBAND TIME <S008 THENASRND (1280) + PROC_SH 
APES: VDU3B: VOUT 

S20 IF POINT(SHIPX,30) <8OR POINT (SHIPX+25,48)<280R P 
DINT (SHIP%*5B, 58) <>8THENPROCSHIP_EXP:GOTO48@ 

‘DA@_IFTINE>2@@00ND TINE<S@@ THENA=RND (1200) :PROC_SHA 
Peas voUSe: voUIL 

(S52 IETIME?3B@O. AND TIME<7B8BTHENAGRND (1208) :PROC_SHA 
PES: VOUSB:VOUIL 

‘S80_IF_POINT(SHIP%,58) <>90R POINT (SHIP%+25,40)<>00R P 
INT (SHIP%+58 ,28) <>BTHENPROCSHIP_EXP: GOTO488 

570 IFTIMED1S@QOANDTINE<151@BTHENVDUL9, 

610 TFTIME?S@ee AND TIME<{@@00 AND RND(20)=18 THENPRO 
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You can dodge or shoot at the 
triangles but you will only be able 
to take chunks out of them, 
These are worth 100 points each: 

The seventh waveis a variation 
on the sixth, 

‘Two triangles join to form a 
V-shaped canyon. Of course, you 
will always head for the thinnest 
part of the canyon to shoot your 
way through, but inside the 
canyon are two partially joined 
flashing black and white stars. If 
you hit these you score 1,000 
points. 

You start off with three lives 
and gain one extra with every 
2,000 points scored. 

Your score and the number of 
lives left are displayed each time 
you lose a ship. 

‘An elaborate three-tone sound 
effect will sound when an extra 
life is given, 

Two methods of controlling 
your craft are given: 

@ Absolute Control moves the 
ship relative to the position of the 
joystick and needs delicate con- 
trol. It means that if the joystick 
ison the far left the ship will be on. 
the far left of thescreen and as itis 
in the middle that’s where your 
ship will be, and so on. 

@ Direction Control moves the 
ship in the direction you point the 
joystick. If the stick points left 
the ship will move to the left and 
the same for the right. But if the 
stick is in the middle the ship will 
not move. 

Both methods have their ad- 
vantages and disadvantages — 
you'll have to experiment to see 
which you prefer. 

To change your method of 
control press ESCAPE and then 
you can choose your method or 
end the game. 

By the way, my high score is 
7,565. See if you can beat it! 
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©_SHAPET 1530 NEXT 
628 TFTIME>1@0@@ AND RND(10)=5 THENPROC SHAPES: PROC_S Bp 

Eee, 155@ MOVESHIP%+25,5O:PLOT7 ,SHIPZ*25, FRY 
ESOIERDE SOAS 15368 ENDPROC 
640_IF POINT (SHIPZ,30)<2@0R POINT (SHIP%+25,40) <>@OR P {570 DEFPROC_EXP 

OINT (SHIP%+5@,, 38) < >@THENPROCSHIP_EXP: GOTOS8@ 1588 IFPOINT (SHIP%+25 ,F%+4) s6THENSCORE=SCORE+10@: SOUND 
Pea EAD RE AS 2,819, 18:5=Se100 
Bea PARE CRAY AL LEER: 1598 IFPOINT(SHIP%+25 ,F%+4) =1STHENPROC_STAR 
Cans ER Ate Pat enero ar, 1688 1FPOINT (SHIPE+25 jF%+4) < >6ANDPOINT (SHIPL+25 ,F%+4) < 
gel LAL SN eit ay ebb ASTHEN SCORE=SCORE+5@!SOUND@,2,4,1@:5=5+50 
490 IFOPTION=2THEN IFJOVX< 1000 AND SHIPZ>1@THEN SHIPX aero ucas) 4 

=SHIP%-32 ELSE IF JOV%>63000 AND SHIPZ<1200 THEN SHIPK= Spee ecole. 
Brae 1638 MOVESHIPZ,FX 

70@ 1FS>=289BANDS<>@THENPROCEXTRA SHIP easels Sy 
71@ GoTosse Nooenonrter! 
isa Dey raeaarince® GCOLG,@: PRINTCHRS24316C0L8,7 
730 MOVESHIPD F% 

PRINTCHRE241 
MOVESHIPY FX 

PRINTCHRE224 GCOL®, @:PRINTCHRS243:GCOLG,7 
late face MOVESHIPX, FZ: PRINTCHRE242 

MOVESHIPX,Fx 
GCOLO,@:PRINTCHRS243 
MOVESHIPX+20, FX+30s PRINTCHRS2AS 
MOVESHIPY., F%>50: PRINTCHREZAS 
MOVESHIPY F060: PRINTCHRE243 
yous 
Ant 
FRX 
ENDPROC 

HOVER; 1808 DEFPROC_SHAPET 
GCOLO,4 nate 
PRINTCHRS227 MOVERND (582) , 1823: MOVERND (600) +600, 1025 

PLOTBS ,RND (788) +100, RND (408) +208 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROC_SHAPES 
SCOL®, 
MOVED, 1823: nOvE1279. 
MOVER 18231 MOVEI279, 18231 PLOTBS, 1249 ,RND (400) +400 
ENDPROC 
DEFPROC_SHAPE? 

PRINTCHRE230 vous 
vous ReRNO (900) +108 
ENDPROC HOVER, 1020 
DEFPROC_SHAPES GCOL@) 151 PRINT*#": MOVER, L885) PRINT" ®" s ENDPROC 
‘yous \VDU4: ENDPROC 
GcoLa,7 DEFPROC_INTRO 
HOVER, 1008 PRINTCHRS1SOCHREIS7 
PRINTCHRS231 PRINTCHRS13OCHREIS7CHREIS4CHREI4I" SPACE 
voua BRIS '™ 
ENDPROC PRINTCHRS13OCHREIS7CHRSISSCHREI4I" SPACE 
DEFPROC_ SHAPES BRIS !* 
yous: PRINTCHRS 1 3OCHREIS7 
GcOLe, PRINT” ’*You are in control of a galactic 
MOVEA, 1000 
PRINTCHRE232 
GCoLa, 4 of the game large so. 
MOVER, 1900 Lid triangles appear and you can shoot at them or 
PRINTCHRS233 But soon these triangles will join togeth 
BCOLo,s 
MOVEAtS@, 1000 SHIPS = S@ POINTS" 
PRINTCHRS234 205@ PRINT"" TRIANGLES = 18 POINTS" 
GcoLa,4 2068 PRINT" FLASHING"CHREIS6"e"CHRE137"= 1880 POINTS" 
MOVEA+SS, 1000 
PRINTCHRS235, 2078 FORT=1 702: PRINTCHRS1SOCHRE157CHRE 1 S5CHRS 141 "CONTR 
vous OL CRAFT BY RIGHT JOYSTICK !":NEXT 
ENDPROC 2080 PRINTCHRSI6" PRESS A KEY TO CONTINUE '"1A=GET 
DEFPROC_SHAPES 2098 CLS:PRINT’'" YOU START OF WITH = MEN AND A":PRIN 
yous. TO"EXTRA MAN IS AKARDED EVERY 2,908 POINTS* 
MOVESHIPX,F 2190 PRINT’ ““YOUR SCORE AND NUMBER OF MEN LEFT 15 
GcoLa,2 DISPLAYED WHEN YOU LOSE A SHIP '* 
PRINTCHREZS6 211@ PRINT’ "CHOSE WHICH METHOD OF CONTROL YOU WANT! ": 
MOVESHIPZ,P. PRINT“* {:ABSOLUTE CONTROL. "sPRINT"" 2:DIRECTION CONTRO 
GcoLa,s 1% 
PRINTEHRE2S7 2120 PRINT’ “"INPUT NUMBER (1or2) “1 16=GETS 
MOVESHIPX,P 213@ IFTSC>"1"AND 1869"2" THENPRINTCHRS7: GOTO21 10 
GCoLe, 4 2140 IFI#="1°THEN OPTION=1 ELSE OPTION=2 
PRINTCHRE23 215@ PRINT’ ” 
vpua 2160 PRINTCHRSIS6" PRESS FIRE BUTTON TO START GAME *" 
ENDPROC 2178 A=ADVAL(B) ANDS 
DEFPROC_SHAPES 2100 IF A=1THEN ENDPROC ELSE GOTO2170 
‘vpus 2198 DEFPROCSHIP_EXP 
ecoLe,9 2200 TI=TIME 
MOVER, 1000 2210 MOVESHIP%+25,25 
PRINTCHRE239 2228 
GCOL, 10 2238 
MOVER, 1@@0 224@ FORI=SHIP%+2STOSHIP%+25-SSOSTEP—4 
PRINTCHRE244 2258 MOVEL,x 
yous 2268 DRAMI x 
ENDPROC MOVESHIPZ+25,5 
DEFPROG_FIRE 
SOUND! «7, 10,10 
MOVESHIPL+25 50 
Aa@:FORFZ=1@8TO1@@aSTEr19.2 
IFA*OTHENPLOTS,, SHIPX+25 FX 

%94) OMTHENPROC_EXP. 



DRAWSHIF2+25,2 
MOVESHIP2+25,5 
PLOT7 ,SHIP%+25,7-14 
Xex+iDs Ye¥ei2e 2=2+4 
YDU19,@,RND(14)+1,0,0,0 
VOU19;RND(7)+1,RND (143 +1 ,8,0,8 
Next 
vpuze 
SOUND1 ,3,3@, 1+ SOUND2, 3,50, 11SOUNDS,3,70,1 
SH=sH-i 
TFSH=@THEN2S10 
CLSt PRINT SCORE = *;SCORE 
PRINT’ "" SHIPS = ";SH 
FORD=1T03000: NEXTD 
cs 
TINe=T1 
ENDPROC 
cus 
PRINT’*'" SCORE = "}ScoRE 
PRINT’ “"PRESS FIRE BUTTON TO TRY AGAIN* AmADVAL (@) ANDS 
IF A=1THEN 2560 ELSE GOTO2S40 
cLesGoTo16@ 
DEFPROCEXTRA_SHIP 

214,230, 3: SOUNDS, 4,258, 30 

ENOPROC 
DEFPROC_STAR 
SCORE*SCORE+ 1000: S=S+1000 
#Fx21,6 #Fx21)7 
SOUND2,5,10,40:SOUNDS, 5 
ENDPROG 
MODE7: PRINT” *“*DO YOU WISH: * PRINT""1:TO END GAME. 
PRINT""2:CHOSE NEW MOVMENT METHOD. « 
ANWE=GETs 
TFANWS< >" 1 “ANDANNE 
TFANWS="'2" THENRUN 
END 

2" THENPRINTCHR#7: 60102720 

Micro Tip 

Label your keys 
This program for the BBC micro and the Epson F/T MKIII 
printer allows you to set up a function key strip and print it to 
precisely the right size 
10-20 draw the function key strip using PROCbox. 
30 allows you to enter th nn commands into array SS(x). 

Each string is carefully positioned in its own box. Note 
maximum string length is six characters. 

40 print the function key strip othe printer using PROCdump 
60-70 PROCbox 
80-170 PROCdump, using the bit image printing of the 

EPSON the required portion of the screen is dumped to the 
sereen 

180-240 PROCinput, allows you to enter the commands and 
also the number of times you wish to print the strip. 
This is a useful utility program and can save you scribbling 

on odd scraps of paper etc J.P. Riggs 

T199/4A SOFTWARE 
Three great games for the unexpanded TI-99/4A 

PILOT £5.95 
Flight simulation game for one player. Graphics display of 
landing strip and terrain map, plus updated instrument 
panel. Options for take-off, landing or in flight. Full 
instructions included. Graphics and sound. 
TI TREK £5.95 
Defeat the Klingon invasion fleet. Features include 5 skill 
levels, graphics quadrant display, galaxy map, phasors, 
photon torpedoes, long range scans, damage reports, 
shield control, impulse and warp drive. Eight by eight 
galaxy. Full instructions included. Graphics and sound. 
SORCERER’S CASTLE £4.95 
Can you rescue the captive princess from the clutches of 
the evil wizard? There are keys and weapons to aid your 
quest, but also trolls and goblins who view you as a tasty 
snack! Text 

TEXAS PROGRAM BOOK £5.95 
35 programs for the unexpanded TI-99/4A, including 3-D 
Maze, Lunar Lander, Caterpillar, Horse Race, Invader, 
Morse Code and much more. 
Send cheque or P.O. or telephone with Access/Visa for immediate 
despatch. Please add 50p p&p to orders under £7. Orders over £7 

post free. 

APEX SOFTWARE 
Swiss Cottage, Hastings Road, 

St. Leonards-on-Sea, corey 
| | E, Sussex TN38 8EA 

TEL: Hastings (0424) 53283 

NO INTERFACE!! 
SPECTRUM-STICK 

£9 9 INC. Vi 48K or 16K 
a, & P&P CLIP-ON 

MECHANICALLY OPERATES: 
‘THESE CURSOR KEYS, 
5 ee 
Gg) GH C9 @a) 

TO GIVE PRECISION 
& AXIS CONTROL YET 
LEAVES ONE HAND FREE 
FOR OPERATING OTHER KEYS 
NO CONNECTIONS ~ REAR SOCKETS FREE 
ESSENTIAL FOR ‘COCKPIT’ TYPE PROGRAMS 
IF YOU HAVE ONE OF THESE TITLES — YOU NEED == 

CREDIT CARD HOTLINI 
0603 870852 (24 hour) 

ATOCATAC —FUGHTSIMULATION MISSILE DEFENCE _SPECTRAPEDE 
‘AIRLINER FROGGY MONSTERSIN WELL VENTURE 
beDLAM GNASHER MORRIS MEETS BIKERS VU 30 
‘BONKERS GOLD RUSH NIGHT FUGHT ‘30 DESERT PATROL 
BYTER HIGH RISE HARRY — PARATROOPERS 30 MAZE OF GOLD 
‘CHOPPER RESC. KNOTIN 3D Puucarr 3D TUNNEL 
CORRIDORS OF LAST SUNSET. ROAD RUNNER 3D VORTEX 
‘GENON LEAP FROG ROBON 
EARTH DEFENCE MAZE CHASE ROBOT PANIC PLUS ALLOTHER, 
ESCAPE MAZEDEATH RACE SPLAT USER DEFINED KEY 
FGHER PLOT — MINED OUT ‘STONKERS PROGRAMS 
WHY WASTE MONEY ON ESPENSIVE INTERFACES?? 
INVEST IN THE DIRECT ACTION SPECTRUM-STICK 
TO: Grant Design Ltd., Bank House, Reepham, Norfolk NR10 4JJ 

Please rush me a Spectrum-Stick Controller. 
lenclose cheque/PO for £9.95 (payable to Grant Design Ltd) 
Please chargemy Access Visa__Credit Card Number 

NAME 
ADDRESS Ee 

POST CODE......... 
Hew 
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rogram 
INTRODUCTION 
n tof the game is to 
without losing lives and t 

item oft 
sllected, th 

‘SKULLS. The SKULLS 
catching you, but you 

trapdoor 

MES MACHINE LTD. 
40 FRETHERNE ROAD. 
WELWYN GARDEN CITY, HERTFORDSHIRE 

vid BOp to cover post and packing 
enclose a cheque P.0. payable to GAMES MACHINELTD.. for £ 
‘or debitmy Access/Barclaycard wccount no, 
Signature 
NAME 
ADORESS, 

DEALERS AND DISTRIGUTORS REQUIRED. GAMES A 

SWAWLE 
ENTER THE CATACOMBS 
HUNT THE TREASURE... 
AVOID THE TRAPS 

WATCH OUT 
FOR SKULL! 

3-DIMENSIONAL 
FULL-GRAPHICS MAZE GAME 
FOR THE SPECTRUM 48K 

GAMES MACHINE 

SEND TO: 
GAMES MACHINE LTD., 
40 FRETHERNE ROAD, 
WELWYN GARDEN CITY, 
HERTS. 

The chart-hitting 

Mad Martha | 
And now- 

Mad Martha Il 

HE ron sax spectrum ONLY £6.95. hos:2 pecting sop x 
‘Agame to invest in...funny, genuinely Marvellous adventure, realy dotty. 
‘original, and the graphics are great. 
hit the key to begin, the Spectrum 
plays a real Hollywood-style movie 
theme tune, and the hunt is on! 
Personal Computer News 

{a refreshing change from some of the 
oomladen programs encountered 
nowadays... a game where you wont 
get to the next stage without solving 
the present conundrum. 
Popular Computing Weekly 

“te Fall adventure format — accepts multiple commands atone entry, in plan English 
‘te Witty, intligent replies to commands eS level select for beginners 

‘te Every location n fll screen, high-res, colour graphics 
‘Three exciting arcade- type games as an integral part ofthe adventure 

‘te Fall blp tality and save game command 

alee 

‘Avalobe rom retail outets or diect rom: 
MIKRO:GEN, 1 Devonshire Cottages, London Rid, Bracknell G12 270 _ Il OR PHONE YOUR ACCESS/(SA NUMBER: (0944) 27317 (2am-Spm) | 
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SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Star rated 

for study 

BASIC, and none 
rit, it features 

£6.50 
based onm 

. 
Printer is 

Computes TSW
 3 Six ditterent 

Aprogram for the over th
rees ol available, 30 

= 
eet ine ta

 Re aah tes 
Prowmser at wil each and NIP reg ro pack in $0 MNCL there is 

Our expects evaluate the latest 
re 

0p Comet sj Hor extra UDGs (© 

ore 
i U 

SS eelicd 
“educationa

l” jus no, 
Sean with, & 

jal software. Find out 50 
fies 

i 

‘coul 

Droga ih oumber and eter Ne aM under solar cone 

Pid wih concen ube 
more comes 

Gnd bonds, ad Shape and cou es 
me 

fnatching, spat com if these packa 

Gek Gane oa 
angen and 

instructions a 

present and. (Margonoyoustien Ge
 som 

Cae a A 
dev early benetitany PT ¢ money 90% 

"A ssneat letter" banner invites aarp of three seven one way oF 

OFF! Spectrum wvcenils to presssne nest leuer, 
£7.95 “At any time, pressing ENTER 

* moves onto the second section, 

Longman, Longman House, Lift Off! ‘The screen shows @ 

ill, Harlow, Essex CM20 rocket ready, and a conveyer belt 

with crates. As each crate moves 

A reading and language develop- under it opens to reveal one of the 

Arar game designed to introduce pictures in part 1. ‘Simultaneously 

aa eat the alphabet. It will a word appears. If word ‘and 

Childe AO with the names and picture match pressing 'S (for 

also help ciers,as wells giving snap) loads the cargo. When t= 

scope for picture and word recog- 
pieces have ‘been loaded the 

nition. 
rocket makes a ‘spectacular lift- 

‘After an over-long loading off. 

sequence which includes, —_Apairof programs for pre nd x n 

unnecessarily, a complex early school years well ‘worth the "Eman o) 
Wel : 

Longmans/Micromega logo 
and = money. ‘Superb graphics, nicely ‘say 

wetigntly animated title page, the laid out screen, and ‘ound used to 

Tinuteection begins with an upper good effect. CB. 

id lower case alphabet. instructions 95% 

Pressing any key st The caseof use 100% 

Jreen displays a nicely drawn display 100% 

apple, the word apple in lower 

by = 
Tittnan’ Onwards” 

Be Ww Ma ap, 

sinclair Resea 
Road, Cambri

dge CBI 2aQ_ 

Road focture and purpose of {hte 

program are similar 10 ‘Sinclair's 

Kpostrophe program 10 teach 

general punctuation. 
Dut this one 

deals with the punctuation o
f 

igs Pipe Spectrum’ scharae
t 

set caused problems with the proceat 1 3 this a strange spilt 

fortunately. 
the 

wo a airnees, som 

layout of certain $ ed 

tera ingly conve 
of thet result is not Very

 
ud 

display 

ca ly value for money ace on ery ME ge elt 
the ZX printed certificate 

emerges. 
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LETTERS 

Sticking by 
the Ti 

Send your letter to Letters, 
Home Computing Weekly, No.1 

So Seg Gorham of Wake- Golden Square, London W1R 
field is dismayed by TI's 
withdrawal from the home 
computer market. I, in turn, 
am dismayed at hi 

3AB. Don't forget to name your 
computer — the best letter fe 

atte: My ace eo could win £5-worth of 
Inore any erticisms of its software. Got a problem with 
capabilities. 

T purchased our family 
99/4A in October when the 

your micro? We'll soon be 
starting a queries page, so send 

rice ly dow! 

B50 ary in the year, your technical questions to 
Which?, the Consumer 
Association Magazine, 
carried out a review of 
Home Computers. Two 7 
consistently came out as best = 
value for money in all 
setions tested. These were 
the Atari 400 and Texas TI- 
99/44. 
The keyboard style, 

ability 10 accept cartridges 
and its very looks meant that 
to my mind the Texas was 
the only computer to go for. 
Neither [nor the rest of my 
family have been disap- 
pointed and by comparison | 
find the Spectrums, Com 

xdores etc, of this world 
highly over-rated. 

‘While production of the 
99/44 has now ceased, there 
are literally hundreds of 
games and programmes 
available from the many 
software houses and dis- 
{ributors throughout the 
country, most of, whom 
advertise in HCW. In 
addition, of course, HCW 
usually prints an excellent 
weekly 99/44 program, the 
Iransference of which to 
computer and cassette 
proves most exciting, 

Peripherals ate sil fairly 
easily available, some from 
the most surprising of 
sources, 

While 1 agree with Seg 
that the price of the com- 
puter will fall to £50 oF so 
(iv’s already. available for 
under £80 locally), the 
peripherals will also ‘come 
down in price as the supplier 
seeks to lurnover stock (€.8. 
Specch Synthesizer now 
£27), 

Being unemployed, 1 can 
appreciate his difficulty in 
“obtaining a loan to buy these 
extras, (I'm a bank manager 
inyself) but would suggest 
that he chisel away bit by bit 
and keep in regular contact 
with the stockists adve 
ing in this magazine to 
‘ascertain current prices. In 
addition, he might try 
joining a local or national Tl 
User group. 

1am sure he would be 
most surprised at the help 
and guidance available 
through such groups and 1 
would suggest that such 
contact might prove most 
beneficial in expanding his 
existing system. 

While 1 am a compara- 
tively recent addition to the 
99/4 users’ family, lresent 
Seg's comment on the 
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Queries at the above address 

apathy of TI owners. 
agree that perhaps TI's 

marketing was inadequate 
and that the computing 
press in general has unfairly 
caned and ignored the 
machine. However, maybe 
weownersarethe lucky ones 
in that we know and ap- 
preciate all its good points. 

1 am certainly not 
apathetic and will continue 
to enthuse about my 99/44. 
Estimates of sales of 50,000 
in the UK are I believe 
grossly understated. I would 
estimate double that num: 
ber. There is still therefore a 
considerable market. avail- 
able for software houses 
who produce new and ex- 
citing games/problems, 

‘We should all remember, 
however, that as technology 
continues its more and more 
rapid advancement, within 
five years even the’ nation: 
ally esteemed BBC micro 
‘will be totally out of date, 

Such is life. 
No doubt by then even 

our family's 99/4A will have 
become yet another piece of 
attic junk. Meantime how- 
ever we'll all continue to 
revel in the enjoyment it 
gives us. 
On a separate matter, 1 

find HCW's software re- 
views excellent. Having 
become a reader only in 
October however, there are 
obviously many reviews in 
earlier editions that I have 
missed, 

Might Isuggest are-run of 
reviews for the best buys in 
software for say 1983 for not 
only the TI-99/4A but for 
other home computers also? 
1am sure many other 

readers would appreciate 

We print an average of 35 
software reviews a week — 
that's nearly 1,800 in a year 
— so the top l0alone would 
Fill about seven issues, with 
ino room for anything else. 
Even divided by computer 
the space occupied in each 
issue would be 100 great 10 
be justified. 

We must confine our- 
selves reviewing new titles 
just available in the shops 

However, our sister 

‘magazine, a quarterly called 
Personal Software, does 
reprint reviews of the best 
software from HCW and 
our other computer 
‘magazines. 

Each issue specialises and 
the next will be devoted to 
‘Sinclair computers, includ- 
ing software reviews, and is 
due orrsale in four weeks, 

High-score 
secrets 1 

Lam writing to inform you 
of some short-cuts to high- 
scores on 1.J.K. Software's 
Zorgon’s Revenge. 

‘The easiest method is to 
Jet the freighters fly past you 
‘on the space mission and to 
just shoot the aliens to get 
points. This can, however, 
become a little tedious, 

Another method is to 
shoot the freighter and, if 
you are on your last man, to 
then destroy your own 
space-craft. If you time this 
properly and your space- 
ship has half exploded when 
the magic stone materialises 
then you will find that no 
matter how many times you 
are killed, you will not end 
the game unless you repeat 
the process. 

final method for 
achieving high-scores is to 
use the jump facility to slow 
down lifts, lizards, bombs 
and birds. 

Finally, one setback for 
all you high-scorers. When 
youcomplete the castle stage 
and rescue the princess the 
bonus is not added to 
score! Is John S. Sin 
trying to diddle us? 
S. Jeffery, Brackley, 
Northants 

High-score 
secrets 2 

After reading | M. 
Brunning’s letter (HCW 41), 
1 thought [would tell you 
how {o get a good start on 
the VIC-20's Rat Race, 
thanks to an.apparent fault. 

The third screen is a 
“speed run’. This means 
that the mouse (you) goes 
faster and the rats (them) do 
‘not move at all, leaving you 
to eat the cheese. 

If you fix it so that you 
end your game on this 
“speed run’® then, when you 
start anew game, you will 
still go this same, fast speed, 
although you are no longer 
on a speed run. This results, 
‘as you might imagine, in you 
leaving the rats quite a way 
behind you. 

‘This method is hard to set 
up, but pays off when you 
achieve it because it isnearly 
“two times’” bonus cheese 

S. A. Paget, Uckfield, East 
Sussex 



A HOME BUDGETING & BANKING SYSTEM 
THAT REALLY MAKES YOUR 
48K SPECTRUM WORK! 

Aprofessional style multi function 
Cash Controller program that can 
load and make an entry in just 90 
SECONDS .. . thanks to its ZX 
MICRODRIVE COMPATIBILITY. If 
you're not ready to upgrade to 
Microdrive yet, this easy to use 
Cassette program can handle up to 
400 transactions with your 
Spectrum, almost filling the 48K 
memory of your computer. 

PRINTOUT FACILITY 
Statements on demand from any USING ZX PRINTER 

‘Stas » FULL SECURITY WITH Holds up to 400 transactions. 
Standing order facility. PERSONAL PASSWORD 
All transactions can be @ FULLSAVE PROGRAM 

automatically coded to allocateupto QNTO CASSETTE OR 
16 budget headings. MICRODRIVE 

» Search facility for any single item 
by description or amount. Available from good computer 

eae 2 stores or direct by mail order. 
10 UDG at a price that won't upset 16 budget headings, e.g. Gas, the Bank Manager! 

Rates, Car, Tax - you can choose the 
headings 

Highlights under/over spending 
Full budget expenditure 

breakdown 
Budget “re-think” facility 

Please send me CASH CONTROLLERS J 
at £9.95 each including post & packing (overseas 

All you ever wanted to know but orders add £1.50) 
didn't like to ask! Calculates: Name —— = 

Interest rates Address — 

Payback periods 
Capital sum Dealer enquiries = — 
Period of loan welcome. Lenclose cash/cheque/PO payable to Richard 

Generous discounts. Seppee sonar . REMEMBER THIS CASSETTE Or credit my Access/VISA Card Number _ ' 
CAN ALSO BE USED eealeetelalsalhet ] 
WITH ZX MICRODRIVE 
= —$—$— —— Signature a 

MICRODRIVE CARTRIDGE NOT INCLUDED 



COMMODORE 64 SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Widows 
Revenge 

£6.99 
Bubble Bus, 87 High St., 
Tonbridge, Kent TN9 IRX 

The cassette card says quite 
simply: ‘Shoot everything that 
moves and everything that does 

Thatis good advice because 
is a fast moving zap-it-up 

game. 
‘Once the game is loaded there's 

screen of instructions and then 
demo. You can select two players 
and play then switches between 
them after a loss of a life. This 
makes the game more com- 
petitive, 

The ‘‘plot’” is reasonably 
original, You can move around 
the botton of the screen 
Joystick. 

ere ae 

Livewire, 198 Deansgate, 
Manchester M3 3NE 
‘This game will appeal to those 
frog-squashing freaks who put 10 
ences into Frogger in their spare 
time, Jumping Jack goes one step 
further than Frogger — you are 
playing with 3-D graphics. 

‘You have to manoeuver a sinall 
green frog from one side of the 
screen into one of the bays at the 
other side within a time limit, On 
the way you must dodge tra 
the road and hop between logs 
and turtles on the river. 

Further difficulties are getting 
the lady frog. across avoiding 
snakes, crocodiles, sinking 
turtles, etc. 

The graphics use full colour 
and on a colour TV set are 

ids across 
the man are fixed on r0« 
ine table. By moving the

 rods ang 

spinning the men you ca
n 

the football into @ 

men. 

Kick OFF 
Something, by ‘nly havi

ng two 

26.98 gy st Meaetnitichige fe 
oni eke : Pareger ay ‘tical. In this 

Tonbridge, Ken
t TN9 1RX of the players ei 

a. In this 

simulation a lot at ite a good attempt sey t 

that simulates football 11 displays a crowd at a staciere 
at simulates ope one where all 1 GIS vers for Bubble 

SR Play ek, 
rds an original table top 

cgresenin. fon MT sow : 

Nowngibemstecslor 729% inaraions os 
Mave am fod gpa 
Pressing the ‘fire button

 spins the staph mon
ey 

on 

T found it very difficult to r==3 

Black beetles crawling across 
turn suddenly and fire at you. If 
you hit them they turn to eggs, hit 
the eggs and they turn blue 
requiring several hits to exter- 
minate. Very soon the screen is 
littered with crawling beetles and 
white and blue eggs. 

‘Occasionally the Black Widow 
spider appears and works it way 
to you. Hit it and you get 3 
mystery score. While all this is 
going on an egg laying vulture is 
flying about. Definitely 
something to be avoided. 

T enjoyed this game, the 
graphics were good and the game 
original without beingtrite, L.C. 

70% 
80% 
70% 
70% 

instructions 
playability 
graphics value for money 

sing the ra a ee 

excellent. Ona black and white set 
some shades of grey blend. A 
typical case is logs and water. This 
is unfortunate. The game is still 
playable although not quite as 
good. Viewers of Take Hart (BBCI) 
will recognise the background 
tune. Sound is good — no faults 
at all here. 
‘The game allows you to control 

nearly all aspects of play by a 
selection of key presses and screen 
displays. Joystick is optional. 

As a final extra buyers are 
entitled to enter a high-score 
competition with a CMB-IS41 
disk drive as first prize, Lan 

instructions 80% 
playability 85% 
‘graphics 85% 
value for money 85% 

Livewire, 198 Deansgate, 
‘Manchester M3 3NE 

Based on what seems to be an 
original theme, the object_of 
Gridtrap is to get to each of five 
bombs before they explode, 
without back-tracking on 
yourself. To bar your way thereare boots 
which wander around the grid, 
and skull and cross bones 
‘occupying various positions. You 
may move in four directions, 
Jeaving a trail behind you, but you 
may not cross this trai. 

You get extra points for 
collecting the flags which are 
situated in various grid positions 
and for getting to the bomb on 
time, You lose a life if you move 
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cannot get to the bomb. 
‘The graphics are quite good 

although perhaps light colours 
are used too much. This 
slightly unclear with a 
background. The sound is 
average. Fortunately it is possible 
to turn off the irritating 
background noise. 

The game offers you plenty of 
control over the playing options, 
via control screens and sel 
keys. 

If you feel confident 
your high-score you may enter 
‘competition by sending off your 
‘magic high score number’ with 
yournameandaddress. Kl. 

instructions ye 
playability 
graphics 80% 
value formoney 80% 

wk Kk * 

‘onto a skull and cross bones or 

i game by 
who wateh 

looks 
black 
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S nll COMPUTER SYSTEM 

More software-more hardware! 

The best value full colour computer 
on the market — at around £50. 

1984 is going to be an light pen—PLUS an even JOIN THE 
exciting year for Aquarius wider choice of games, and AQUARIUS USERS CLUB 
owners! educational cartridges. Ifyou are an Aquarius owner—write now for 

During the next two There's no doubt that the Mier ble ner berstio parc. hearts date 
months, we are adding to our Aquarius is the best value full- | ,,.yscnngto aquarius and tal scaring. 
wide range—an excellentnew colourhome computer system of special offers only available to 
four colour printer/plotter—a _ available in Britain. 49 moving Club Members. 
brand new 32K 
memory pack—a 

: ; Write to the Aquarius Users Club, Bete ol aime 4th Floor, Hyde House, London NW9 6LG 
floppy disc drive BASIC make the 4 
aremark- Aquarius an ideal choice the clearest evar writin and Out able new for ist ‘LOGO ' cartridge takes you step 

by step toa full knowledge of 
computer language. 

Radotin 
ELECTRONICS UK LTD 

‘Manufactured and sold by Radofin Electronics (UK) Ltd. 
Hyde House, London NW9 6LG. 

Telephone: 01-205 0044 Telex: 923624 FIPLC G 
Trade enquiries welcome. 

Huge range of cassettes and cartridges Available through many leading retailers —including 
with more becoming available each month. Harrods—Menzies —Carrafour— Asda. 



= 

/} ‘ 

‘Super 30 arcade action invaders will test your skill 
‘ordination to their limits. 8 rippling colour Invader screens of UARK DATA P.O. BOX 61, Swindon, Wilts. Tel. (0793) 40661. 
increasing difficulty with keyboard controlled 3D laser movement 
and te sequence. (Brain required) £6.95 : Resa srry 
DRAGON 32 1 
MRC £6.50 # Fruit £4.95 # Look and Learn £4.95 # Pontoon £4.95 ease total eonclio ont taishe Coninond 84.98 J Cheque for total amount enclosed 
Tango Foxtrot 01 £6.50 # Spi p Name 

Address 
ORIC1 48K I 
Oricle (Smart Oric) £6.95 # Flight Simulator £6.95 # Super 
Fruit £6.95 ¢ Space Crystal £6.95 

PRESENTS 
A CHRISTMAS SELECTION FOR SLEUTHS, SCREWBALLS, 

SLIMY WORMS OR SCHOLARS 

EASTWOODMANOR SCREWBAL 
FOR USE WITH A BBC MICRO MODEL B FOR USE WITH ANY ZX SPECTRUM 

° AREAS 
worm -; QUENCES 

FOR USE WITH A 48K ZX SPECTRUM FOR USE WITH A BBC MICRO MODEL B 

ANY OF THESE £ 5 - 9 5 INCLUDING P & P. VAT 
GAMES FOR JUST AND A LIFETIME GUARANTEE 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME TEL: (0438) 726155 

PROGRAMMERS! IF YOU HAVE MARKETABLE PROGRAMS WE SHOULD BE TALKING TO EACH OTHER 

TO POLARSOFT LTD PLEASE SUPPLY —_ 
ENTERPRISE HOUSE I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/PO FOR 
ELDER WAY —————— 

STEVENAGE 2 

HERTS SG1 1TL 5 
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OD VRene 

Dragrunner 
Cave Fighter 
Cuthbert in 
the Jungle 
UGH 
Skramble 
Ring of 
Darkness 
Frogee 

a are fig 
g Pinball 

Top Ten progr
ams for the 

arcadia 
Gridrunner

 

Wizard and 

the princess 
Crazy Kong 
Abductor 
Golf 
Plague/ 
Alien Demon 
Junior Maths 

and eng 
special 
Grandm 

Hover Bover 
Grandmaster 
Matrix 
Gridrunner 64 
Introduction 
to Basic 
Attack of the 
Mutant Camels 

Arcadia 
Goodness 

Gracious 

Frogger 
Motor Mania 

Atic Atac 
Jebpac 
pyramid 
Kong 
Ant Attack 

Ppenetrator 
Alchemist 
Lunar Jetman 

Pool 
Harrier 

programs for the Dragon 

Cablesoft (-) BEST SELLERS 

ter 

Dragon Hawk 

Commodore (-) 
Commodore | (-) 

gs Audiogenic 

ne shed 

pack 11 
aster che 

Top Ten programs for the Commodore 64 
Llamsoft (9) 
Audiogenic (-) 
Llamsoft (-) 
Llamsoft (10) 

Commodore (6) 

Llamsoft (7) 

30 Snooker 

Compiled by PCS Distribution(0254 691211) and 
sanctioned by the Computer Trade Association. 
Chart is for retail sales in individual outlets in theUK 
and Northern Ireland 

Interceptor (1) 
Audiogenic (4) 

Attack 

Top T 

Sea 
sinclair 

(-) 

simulation 

Football 
pseu 

ms 

er 

3 aes Kong, 
ue 

be 

$Me Seta ©) 
e aistery 

35 ene
 

1g rer 
sinclair (- 

ae ee
e 1 Sa 4 

10 Tk DebuE 
Bug: 

Top 30 
1 Hunchback Ocean Spectrum (5) 
2 Manic Miner Bug-Byte/ Spectrum (1) 

Software Projects 
3 Harrier Attack Durrell Spectrum (15) 
4 Lunar Jetman Ultimate Spectrum (8) 
5 Jetpac Ultimate Spectrum (4) 
6 The Hobbit M.House Spectrum (2) 
7 3D Ant Attack Quicksilva Spectrum (6) 
8 Kong Ocean Spectrum (7) 
9 Zzoom Imagine Spectrum (9) 

10 Falcon Patrol Virgin CBM 64 (13) 
11 Penetrator M.House — Spectrum (-) 
12 The Hobbit M.House CBM 64 (10) 
13 Atic Atac Ultimate Spectrum (19) 
14 Valhalla Legend Spectrum (3) 
15 Horace goes _— Psion/ 

Skiing M.House CBM 64 (14) 
16 Cuthbert in 

the Jungle Microdeal Dragon (18) 
17 Chequered 

Flag Psion Spectrum (26) 
18 The King Microdeal Dragon (17) 
19 Digger Dan Ocean Spectrum (-) 
20 Chuckie Egg  A&F Spectrum (28) 
21 Arcadia Imagine —_-VIC-20 (-) 
22 Mini-Kong Anirog VIC-20 (-) 
23 Hunchback Superior BBC (12) 
24 Hover Bover Llamsoft CBM 64 (-) 
25 Jetpac Ultimate VIC-20 (29) 
26 Scrambler Solar VIC-20 (-) 
27 Mined Out Quicksilva BBC (-) 
28 Crazy Kong Interceptor CBM 64 (-) 
29 Twin Kingdom 

Valley Bug-Byte  VIC-20 (30) 
Visons vic-20 (-) 

the 2X81 
‘en programs for 
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SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

Atic AtAC ABK —__ Youtakethecharacterofeither 
£5.50 ‘of whom has different weapons 

imate The Genta dele pages As gou wie ou 
"7 m find food and other useful 

bjects. From ghoulies and ghosties and © : m 
long leggedy beasties and things 4), he, screen displays, time oe : elapsed, points scored and swag 
that go bump in the night, Good cojjected at the side of the main 
en ay ort wit BRE SODY MD bes 8 3D alaugh 

aoe eA meitions Pefore you Great funto play. Each game's 
gohe graphics are extremely. inreest, Ultimate warn that doe 
Eeiotorlonch youioum a Soutnand nociception 
aaa ea ening orna | canmot be guaranteed, but I bad 
very much like the smooth way in no probias 

many clas and rooms and the yas é Our reviewers are difficult to 
very convincing way. My own Sraphics please, but these five Spectrum eters rie perimers avieree oa ie ee Manca games all rate four stars or 
tid tupportert) in th elas more 

Freez ‘Bees pushing ice blocks at them. But 
ABKES.O5 _ WwillePereyisdoing his, moreare Android 2 Ee 

. BK e0¥04 a; 
Ss 

| hatching from eggs in the ice a 
Silversoft, London House, 271/ blocks and it's only a matter of 5.9 avoided. "4 ™Ust therefore be 

273 King St, London W6 time before Percy goes up to the Vortex, 2 
Freez "Bees is a sort of Pac-Man big North Pole in the sky 
On ice, which I suppose is , Freez "Bees — playable with fe: 
appropriate for this time of year. Keyboard or Kempston joystick This isthe first game 1h Percy Penguin is being chased by | — has nine skill levels, high score plan this company. nave 5 impression of 
snowbees! The bees look a little and hall of fame and many Playing it, thope it yi: after "t* fertinly have 
like squashed tomatoes to meand different icefields. Graphics and MOtbethe gis here is one 
parently they kill penguins. soundeffects are excellent andthe pare 
Having loaded the tape, 1 gameis absorbing enough for one Sanat machine 8M Pitched 

decided to wait for a demo, as towhileawayafewhours. M.B. read Soa gh to fru 
promised on the cassette insert, u want 10 q 
but none was forthcoming, instructions 40% 
despite waiting a long time, playability 80% 
followed by desparate prods at graphics 90% 
the Keyboard: If there i a demo value formoney 90% Your jo 
mode, I certainly cannot find it If Fite 

The objedt of he game's for TS ‘sections at Dlayatiign® 
Percy to squash the snow bees by Sounds, "as a Frarability 

vale for form 

Th 80 Brooke © superb 3D ¢ Manchester Mas gus Road, 42° and what Ve 
around", give” 

br shields give defence. 

usion 48K jer : StarTrek 48K ihc ‘version offers a good 
De-F £7.95 “operating manual’, very 

detailed damage and ‘status 
reports; and a choice of star 
systems, increasingly difficult in 
terms of Klingons and time 

cover has been around for light years, alae cook sucess could 
stick but aoe to noon iS lead to my rank of Adjutant First new Spectrum owners. You jase 

Patrol, in the USS Enterprise, an The help command produces 
sight (by eight grid Of space an abort situation, forcing you to 

Se ER ated unreadable red on ik 
ou may jump up to six blue reports and 

ifteanstop playing i quadrants, in any direction, by jncomprehensible “Status 0.0.0. 
looking out for othe D.C imputing course and warp speed 4" ‘messages and no LOAD 
rst progr and travel quadrants by impulse jyctsuetione but graphics and 

, Power in the same way. veut effets ere fo ease DC 
instructions ‘Ashort and long range scanner found tives 20% 

stom the usually In rayability reveal friends and enemies in the Hiayability 
the most incon oraphics current and. surrounding PiYatt 

mescan travel off erie for mon quadrants; phasers, photon Suiphies 
reappear the opposi forpedoes and one anti-matter Yalueformonsy 
rE there is a green sat bomb provide armament and reer 
to receive YOU: = 

Ce contend witht Mikro-Gen, 24 Agar Crescent, 
Lyndenhurst, 38 Ashley Roads Pt obs in this Sere om Bracknell, Berks. 
‘endon NI beany, more $© 
‘ 4 additive for the eeause the Terie The multi-versioned Star Trek 

a ty time Infuriating an Nand M 



Series, purchasers 
upcoming school year. The. 

than 
indicated that they eats 

Games, releases a game called : 

ificant and especially low 
Team elt you about some tht 

includes 
packages for the Apple, PET, Commodore 64, TRS-80 and Atari 

year. When hn LO oe dormant woe on Case PRGA 
ec cent indicted that thy woul Da Eee” POG am and 

Remember a while back I mentioned that American television was 
BCOHE ORG Bite OR ME Sa eine a ap would 

‘bunch of computer-using kids fighting 
‘their wits rather than fists? Well it has nen ete Speen, 

‘it — Jeffrey Jacquet of Whiz Kids fame. 

‘Save as you learn’ 
2 ee scheme 

‘crime by the use of 

Too little too late dept. Just off the press, and just what we need: A 
Serica ae Learning System has just released a product 

Word Wizard is a new word processor I have been learning about 
forthe VIC-20. 

Itcomes on a cassette and can store data files on either tape or 

processor 
‘advantage of this is obvious. 

The text editor is very easy to use and takes good advantage of 
the speci Junction Keys Int teeta es tee kes 
exactly the same way as Commodore with respect of 
programming in BASIC. Using the program ts made easier due (0 
the inclusion of a template that fis over the Suncion keys and 

ieelther SESS oT hep inability to link ‘major ‘this program ists inability to 
‘files after they are created. This means that it will be difficult to 

long document 

(rea ompare this program to your first typewriter: it works, it is 
simple, inexpensive, and a whole lot faster than doing it by hand! 
List price is $34.95, requires a VIC-20 with at least 8K RAM. 
Available from Computer Aj Inc., 13300 SW 108 Street 
Circle, Miami, 

\pplications 
Florida 33186, (305) 385-4277. 

SSS 
In the market fora good lowcost printer? Epson has been intradue 
ny a lot of new printers lately, and changing the prices of many of 
their current models. Perhaps this should clear up some of the can 
fusion. There are now the models MX-80, MX-80I-T, MX-100, 
RA-80, RX-BOFT, FX-80, und FX-100. Ay you can see, Mere are 
/hree basic groups: MX, RX, and EX. The difference is mainly in 
ped. The MX series print at 8oeps, the RX at 100eps, and the EX 

at 16beps. 
The MX-80 and RX-80 have 80 coluinn capabilities and trae 

tor Jeed. but not friction feed. This means that you cannot use 
ingle feed (e.g. for letterheads). The FT indicates the presence of 
wtih friction and tractor feed ability. The MX-100 is just the sane. 
xcept with 15 wide carriage, enabling it to print more than 80col- 

uns, No RX-100 hay been announced as set 
The EX-80is also just 80coluinn printer but it has both fiction 

and tractor feed. The tractor feed has a limited adjustment range 
from 8” to 10”. An extratost tractor is available to allow it to adjust 
down to 4° The FX-100 is just like the MN-100 but prints up (0 
wwice as Just 

That's it for now. See you next week. 
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-99/4A PROGRAM 

1005310 aan loop to move 

3005360 check if copter has hi 

360-550 screen set up, define 
characters, set colours 

Clever programming has 
squeezed more speed out of 
the standard TI-99/4A. Gareth 
Thomas explains what he did 

Fed up with slow Til games? 
This one’s really fast 

The result even surprised me as 
it’s quite fast. 

Ihave used many techniques to 
speed up the program, using as 
few IF... THEN statements as 
possible and only one random 
number generator (as a user- 
defined function), 

Nested FOR...NEXT loops 570-610 print. buildings in ran- ele et lings in ran: move the ’copter, eliminating the and how to play the game need to test whether it is off the eee = screen. These are also much 
faster than C=C+1 and IF 690-790 FOR. .. NEXT loop for C= 10 THEN and so on. bomb etc 

$10-cxplosion if copter. hits 

#20830 peat 
880-890 check if bomb has hit a 

tower 
910-920 bomb explodes on tower 
1000-1210 copter crashed — 

ends 
1226-1280 print headings 
1300-1500 success — game ends 

1350 calculate score depend- 
ent on level and bombs left 
1420-1440 bonus score 

1760-1820 high-score routine 

The program is also structured 
as far as is possible. 

The game itself is slightly dif- 
ferent from the familiar version 

You are carrying ther 
dynamic bombs to an air force 
base when you start to lose h 
off the city and have to bomb the 
buildings to clear a safe landing 
area 

But the bombs are old and 
unstable and may explode 
without hitting anything 
which can be quite frustrating 

Somietimes a building will have 
to be bombed twice to destroy it 
totally 

Any key may be used to drop 
the bombs, there is a bonus 
system if a screen is cleared, a 
high-score routine and a level 
selection at the beginning. 
Good luck. 

Oh, no!. you 
another version of Bomber 
this one is different. 

I was fed up with slow BASIC 
games and since liked theidea of 
Bomber I decided to write my 
own version and to make it run 
much faster than those I had 
seen. 

y say — not 
But 

NEXT G 250 NEXT v2 Xe1 260 CALL HCHARCK2,¥2~1,32) Y= | 298 NEXT x2. Ps=0 308 GOSUB 1260 mee"C RA ZY COPTER “ 319 GOTO ea Gosue 1220 920 REM CHECK FOR HIT Poepse3 939 CALL GCHARC “2. 241,82 Me="press any key to start 340 IF A=151 THEN 369 cOSUB 1220 358 GOTO 250 RETURN 860 GOSUB 819 BNS=BNE-1 370 RANDOMIZE REM DROP BOMB 380 REM SET UP SCREEN FOR 3exX2e2 TO RDC 102411 398 CALL CLEAR IF X3>12 THEN 880 FLSE 710 492 CALL COLORC16.1.1) CALL HCHARCM3-1,¥2~1,32) 419 CALL COLOR 14.2.5) 728 CALL HCHARCX3,Y2~1, 143), 42@ CALL SCREENC6> 738 NEXT XS 430 CALL VCHARC 1,32, 155,24) "4B CALL SDUNDX-688,-6,8) 448 CALL VCHARC 11,155,249 758 CALL HCHARCN3-1,Y2~1.104) 458 CALL VCHARC1,31,155,24> 768 FOR D=i TO 100 469 CALL COLORC1,5.5) 778 NEXT D 470 CALL COLORC15,2,16> 788 CALL HCHAR 3-1, ¥2-1,329 488 CALL COLOR 13,3,5) 798 CALL VCHARCK3.Y2-1.32) 498 CALL COLOR(10,14,59 888 RETURN 500 CALL COLOR(S, 11,5) 818 CALL SOUNDC1508,~7,8) 518 CALL CHARC 151, "FFOSFFASFFASFFAL" > B2O CALL HCHARCK2,¥2, 104) 528 CALL CHARC 129, "FFFFFFFFaaqq@q0q" > 838 CALL HCHARCX2,Y2+1,32> 598 CALL CHARC 143. 18" > 848 FOR D=1 TO 400 54 CALL CHARC 104, "49AR3CSF389310" > 850 NEXT D. 35Q CALL CHARC 193, "997FQSSEFDIE" > 862 CALL HCHARCM2.Y2.92) 560 REM PRINT BUILDINGS 878 GOSUB 1980 578 CALL _HCHAR23,3,123,27) 888 CALL GCHARCX3, Y2~1,8), 588 FOR G=3 TO 23 298 IF B=151 THEN Sia 598 ARROCA> 988 GOTO 710 620 CALL VCHARC23-A,G.151,A> 918 CALL SOUNDC6@@.-6.2> 
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-99/4A PROGRAM 

@ FOR T=1 TO LENCM® 

CALL HCHARC3-1,Y2-1. 104) 
FOR Dei To 190 
NEXT D 
ERSROC5> 
CALL VCHARCX3. Y2-1/32,ER> 
SC=SC+ER 
CALL HCHAR(X3-1,V2-1.92 

@ RETURN 
@ CALL SOUNDC S20, 150.0> 

BALL SOUND 1990, 19,9) 
GOsue 1930 
CALL CLEAR 
CALL SCREENC 2> 
FOR COL=1 TO 9 
CALL COLORCCOL. 16,29 
NEXT COL. 
SCRCSC+BMS D*L 
IF SCBST THEN 1100 ELSE 1120 
ast=sc 
GOSUB 1769 
PRINT TRB PAD LUCK YOU CRASHED’ 
PRINT TRBC2): "YOU HAD" BMS) "BOMBS LEFT" 
PRINT TABC4>; "YOU SCORED "/SC 
PRINT 
PRINT “BEST SCORE IS"/8ST 
PRINT 
PRINT "PRESS ANY KEY FOR NEW GAME 
CALL KEYCO.K 
IF S=0 THEN 
GOTO 8a 

Ns 

CALL HCHAR( PS+1. ¥+T ASCE 
NEXT T 
RETURN 
FOR Tai Th 10 
READ P 
CALL SOUND¢-200,P.9.F+1,0 
NEXT T 
CALL CLEAR 
CALL SCRE 
FOR coL=1 To 9 
CALL COLOR. COL, 14 

RT COL 
SCaC SC+BM HL 
IF SC>BST THEN 1 
GOSUB 1760 
PRINT TAB: WE 
PRINT TAB 2): "MA 
PRINT TAB(? Ou 
PRINT 
BON@RO< 500 + 
PRINT TAB’ PE 
St=S0+80N 
BST=sc 
PRINT 
PRINT TAB: PRESS AN’ 
CALL KEYCO. KS 
IF S=0 THEN 1489 
RETURN 

PLAY AGAIN" 

@ DATA 300.490.500.600, 5Aa. 400, 300.200,600,200 
CALL CLEAR 
CALL SCREEN 
FOR Col=1 To 9 
CALL COLORCCOL, 8,2) 
NEXT COL 
PRINT TAKS>"CRAZY COPTER" 
PRINT TABC3): "PRESS: — 
PRINT TABC4):"1 FOR 2 
PRINT TABC4 FOR 
PRINT TABC4 
PRINT [ABC 4): "4 FOR 

@ CALL KEYCa,K,5> 
IF S=@ THEN 1 
LeK-4a 
IF CL¢14¢L 4 0THEN 16° 
ON L GOTO 1688,1700 
Bms=200 
RETURN 
Bris=150 
RETURN 
eMs=190 
RETURN 

REN HIGH SCORE 
RETURN 
CALL SOUND< 1999, 300.9.498,0,500,0) 
PRINT TABC2): "HELL DONE! |" 
PRINT TABC2> "YOU HAVE TODRY’S BEST SCORE" 
PRINT TABC2)) "PLEASE ENTER YOUR NAME" 
THPUT NS 
PRINT 
RETURN 

CHRISTINE 
COMPUTING Ltd 

6 Florence Close, Watford, Herts. 
(0923) 672941 

TI-99/4A 
HARDWARE 

32K Stand alone ram £125 
Arcade quality joystick £22 
Cassette interface leads — single £5.40 

dual £6.90 
Compatible cassette recorder £25.95 
Rec + single lead £30.95 
Rec + dual lead £31.95 
Atari/Commodore to T1 joystick interfaces 

single £6 
dual £8.50 

OFTWARE 
We are able to offer our own range as well as selected 
items from Stainless Software, Tomputer, Fantasia 99 
and many more. 

For full list send 50p (refund Ist order) or 
cheque/PO with order to above address. 

Please add S0p p&p to any order under £10. 
THANK YOU. 
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DITTO DATA LTD 

ATTENTION ALL TOP PROGRAMMERS ! ! 

YOUR BEST AND ONLY THE BEST MACHINE CODE GAME 
PROGRAMS FOR COMMODORE 64 — VIC 20 — =. B.C. 
AND SPECTRUM. 

WE WILL ENSURE YOUR PROGRAM HAS MAXIMUM 

SALES SUPPORT, WITH OUR LARGE DEALER AND 

MARKETING NETWORK. 

OUR OWN LARGE INHOUSE DUPLICATING 
OF TAPES AND DISCS. 

Contact: NEW PROJECTS DIRECTOR 
DITTO DATA LTD. 
CORNER HOUSE 
6-8 THE WASH 
HERTFORD 
SG1 41PX 

Telephone: HERTFORD 554474/554484 

ORIC — SOFT GALAXY 
TEXAS TI-99/4A 

; BUY WHILE STOCKS ORIC-1 Arcade Action heme icc Ness Made Maiee 
Munchman Extended BASIC 

GALACTIC DEFENDER Oldies But Goodies 5 Chess 
1d Amazing 10.95 Joysticks 

Hustle Editor Assembler 
Attack g 32K RAM (TI) 
Early Learning Plan Tombstone City 

jet home. Supe Adventure Cassettes B Games Writer 1 

graphics — Hi 2 Hangman Games Writer 2 
Yahtzee S Starter Pack 1 

‘ANACONDA ke... yel to survive! (Hi-score Zero Zap 5 Starter Pack 2 information — Hall of Fame) Connect 4 S$ Car Wars . 
PLUS LARGE RANGE OF BOOKS, INDEPENDENT 

Family Games SOFTWARE, MAGAZINES & ACCESSORIES. 

ATARI 
MAST EAMINDE | e COMPUTERS VCS GAMES MACHINE, 
aieupen deluxe s Pole Position 27.95 Pole Position 6.95 
ecoreboard: tc. as\reviewed int W Donkey Kong 27.95 Super Cobra 35.98 

Caverns of Mars 27.95 Q.Bert 29.95 
Dig Dug 27.95 Dig Dug 26.95 
Tennis 23.95 —_Battlezone 26.95 
Lone Raider 14.95 Tennis 18.95 

PLUS FULL RANGE OF A 
ACTIVISION AND IMAGIC SOFTWARE. 

All prices include VAT & postage. Send SAE for full lists 
Headfield Technology Ltd. Send Cheque with order or phone using credit card. 

ey 
Lock Street, Savile Town, 60 High Street, Maidstone, Kent 
Dewsbury, West Yorkshire. . Telephone: 

(0622) 682575 & 679265 

All tapes are £4.95 I, PARKER, CBS, 
made payable t 
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esse. < wee 
ONE MAN’S VIEW 

Games: an 
addict's 

confession 
Aman, let uscall him Mr ZX, sits alone in adarkened room, staring 
vacantly at the corner TV set. A machine is sitting on the coffee 
table in front of him and his index fingers stab at it compulsively. 

To look at, Mr ZX is a wreck. Grubby clothes hang from his 
emaciated frame. His eyes are sunken and without expression. His 
cheeks are hollow. Several days’ growth of unkempt beard covers 
his chin. 

Mr ZX was once a successful businessman. Now, like 
thousands of others, he is a comp: ter games addict. 

“Wt began in the early 70s," he said. “I bought a pocket 
calculator. No harm in that. Icould work out the family budget and 
the accounts in the office. Then, one terrible day, I found I could 
‘make up words if I turned it upside down. 

“That wasn’t too bad to start with; just a laugh in the office. 
But then I found I was laying under the bedcovers at night trying to 
think up new words, ‘Hello’ and ‘O Hell” just wasn’t enough. 

“In those days I still had some willpower and I didn’t replace 
the batteries when they ran down. I had a few withdrawal 
symptoms and my wife suggested a break at the seaside. 

“It was a big mistake. We went to Blackpool and, like 
everyone else, toured the amusement arcades. There was a game 
where you had to knock a ball across a TV screen. I dumped the 
family and spent all our holiday money on it. 

OOO 
“Eventually we got home and I stayed in all the time. Istarted 

smoking. It was coming up to Christmas when I started (0 get 
better. I felt well enough to go shopping. It’s a pity I recovered. 

“They were selling those games in the shops. I bought one. 1 
told my wifeit was for the kids, but I could see she didn't believe me. 

“She was right, of course. The kids never got a look in. I used 
tosend them to bed and sit up all night playing this game. It wasn't 
easy, either. It really needs two players. 

“Then along came Clive Sinclair. I bought one of his com- 
puters. [couldn't believe all the games Icould play in the privacy of 
‘my own home. [still used to go out for a while: to buy computer 
‘magazines, Now I get all my games by mail order. I never see the 
light of day. 

“My wife took the kids back to her mother’s about six months 
‘ago. I’ve lost my family. I’ve lost my business. I’ve lost everything. 

Ore, © 
He broke off at this point and I wouldn’t get him to talk any 

‘more. Isat with him for a while as he waited for another game to 
load into the computer. Then 1 left. 

Tlooked back at the door, just as he executed a neat dart to the 
left, dodged the enemy lasers and shot the mothership for a surprise 
bonus. 
Nick Morloch 

© This space is for you to sound off about the micro scene, to present 
bouquets, to hurl brickbats, or just to share your opinions or experiences. 
Contributions from individuals earn a fee. Send your views to Paul 
Liptrot, Home Computing Weekly, No. 1 Golden Square, London WIR 
SAB. 

0404)44425 

This is the 
number for 

We 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

SOFTWARE 
Britain's 
biggest 
TEXAS 
software 
stockist 

Send S.A.E. for full list of Hardware 
and Software from our vast stocks 

EXTENDED BASIC £45.00 

SPEECH SYNTHESISER 

CHESS 

T.1. MATRIX PRINTER 

£34.25 

£27.50 

£350.00 

32K MEMORY EXPANSION ..£89.00 

ADVENTUREMANIA. £5.95 

PARCO 
lectrics 

4 DORSET PLACE 
NEW STREET. 

HONITON, 
DEVON 
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GEOGRAPHY 1 
2X Spectrum 48K 

a EXTENDED VERSION ON 
WET" SIDE TWO OF GEOGRAPHY 1 

FRACTIONS GEOGRAPHY 1 
‘Spectrum 48K ZX Spectrum 48K 

world around you, Travel around 
the world try 

with ADDING, SUBTRACT-  Countries/Counties/Seas to 
ING, MULTIPLYING and learn 
DIVIDING 
tions, Very Co ‘graphics! £ 

KEMSOFT 

Geography 
48K Spectrum 

wk kk kk 
5 Star Review in Home Computing Weekly 

KEMSOFT 
The Woodlands, Kempsey, 

Worcester WR5 3NB 

IS THIS YOU? 

All orders sent 
Return of post! 

An International Software company already 

operating in the U.S., Hong Kong, 
Singapore, Australia, New Zealand and 
South Africa require a top flight sales- 
person. Must be able to demonstrate all 
types of software for the VIC-20, CBM 64 
and Sharp machines. 

Our programs are mainly educational and 
have already been well received. If you can 
sell and want to earn lots of money this year, 
then drop a line and tell us all about yourself 

and why we should employ you and address 

it to: 

The Managing Director, 
International Software Importers, 

P.O. Box 28, 
Ascot, Berkshire SL5 7RR. 
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CAMEL MICROS 
£384 COMMERCIAL ROAD, WEYMOUTH, DORSET. U.K. 

eeocRans 

SPECTRUM 48K . 
CHEMISTRY (13-18 years) 
ARITHMETIC (6-10 years) 
LOGIC GAMES (6-10 years) 
GEOMETRY (12-18 years) 
PHYSICS (Optics) (12-18 years) 

BANISH | @8 
(( 

This ink blot is worried. He’s just read the reviews of 
our ‘New Road’ series, and knows his text-book 
tyranny is over. Join our cause and spread the word:- 

BANISH THE BLOT! 

KARMA 
SOFTWARE 
PRESENTS.... 

PONTOON — YHATZI 
FoR VIC 20 PLUs MIN OF 3K EXP 

INCLUDING VAT & P & P 
GAMES TAPE WITH E 

FREE WHILE STOCKS LAST 

CHEQUES & PO'S TO 
TM COMPONENTS, 119a HIGH STREET, 
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX SS1 1LH 

— WANTED - 
A versatile, talented full time programmer with 
a sound technical knowledge of 6510 
assembly language. Must be under 25yrs, and 
live in the Reading/Newbury area. 

Interested? 

Write immediately giving full details of your 

Career to date to: 

RICHARD SHEPHERD 
Richard Shepherd Software Ltd, 

Elm House, 23-25 Elmshott Lane, 
Slough, Berks. 



Stop searching and start 
If your collection of albums 
needs to be brought to order, you 
need my record library program. 

It runs on the VIC-20 with a 
minimum of 8K of expansion and 
you use it to build a file. 

All youdo isenterthenamesof 
artist and album and the album 
tracks. You also have to give the 
number and side of the data 
cassette you are using for storage. 

How it works 
4-7 wait message 
80-100 set up 
110-360 display menu 
370-610 routine to enter/amend 

artists’ and album names on 
selected cassette number 

620-790 display artists’ and 
album names on sides A and B 
of cassette numbers 1-X 

‘800-890 search for blank cassette 
number in a file, display 
number 

900-1110 SAVE data to tape 
1120-1180 warning routine — 
‘comes into action if you select 
option 2, SAVE RECORDS, 
When you have either not 
LOADed a file from cassette 
or not yet created a file in 
memory 

1190-1380 LOAD data from ta 
1390-1650 change or create tit 

0 selected cassette number 
1660-1790 search for track name 
1800-1940 display any match 
1950-2100 screen pattern before 

displaying match 
2120-2210 set up computer with 

new file in memory 
2220-2350 input routine. Note: 

cursor here is a left arrow 
2360-2410 change border colour 

‘while menu is on display 
2420 line used to SAVE program 

to tape 

Here's how to record details of 
your albums: 

@ Select option 7, START A 
NEW FILE, from the menu 
@ Option 3, ENTER ARTIST. 
First type in the number of the 
blank data cassette, then artist 
name for side A followed by 
album name for side A. Do the 
‘same for side B 
@ Option 4, ENTER TITLES. 
‘Type your data cassette number 
again, followed by side A or side 
B and then all the titles on the 
album — you are allowed a 
maximum of 15 
© Option 2, SAVE RECORDS. 
Insert your data cassette into the 

playing 

End the hunting for your 
favourite album tracks. Let 

John Ingham's program do the 
looking for you. It needs a 
VIC-20 with at least 8K of 

expansion RAM 

Variables 
SPS space filler 
¥ sound volume when LOADing 

and SAVEing data 
$2 sound 
SC screen/border colour 
CA important: sets up how many 

cassettes on each file 
RL% flag to check if any data is 

in memory 
8% cassettes sides A or B 
FLY% flag to check for cursor 

ke 
198,0 clears keyboard 

buffer; 36865,X sound effects 

recorder and, using the counter, 
ensure you leave a gap of 100 
digits between each album file. 
en ready, press RETURN and 

your file will be SAVed onto the 
iape 
How to use the data: 

© LOAD the program. Select 
option 1, READ RECORDS, 
and insert your chosen data 
cassette into the recorder, 
positioned to the correct file with, 
the tape counter. Press RETURN, 
and the computer will read that 
file into memory 
@ Now you can amend any part 
of the file using the menu options 
© Option 8 will display cassette 
numbers, artists and album. 
names from 1 to X (the number 
depends on your computer's 
memory) 
®@ Option 5, SEARCH FOR 
TITLE. Enter the track or album, 
name and the computer will find 
itand display the cassettenumber 
and side. It will ask if the match is 
correct and, if not, continue the 
search If you enter a single letter 
it will search for a title beginning. 
with that letter 

Option 7 will display any 
available space on your data 
cassette 

As usual, the control charac- 
ters used in Commodore's 
BASIC, are explained in 
REMarks above the lines in 
which they appear. These REMs 
should not be entered, 

To SAVE the program to tape, 
type RUN 2420 while in com: 
mand mode only. 

Note: lines between 7 and 80, 
which named the author etc, have 
been removed to save space. 
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VIC-20 PROGRAM 

10 FOR 1=1 TO 40 
20 PRINT “HELLO” 
30 NEXT I 

If you add a comma to the end of line 20, the columns of 
hellos are printed diagonally across the screen from left to 
right, with four spaces between the words. 
“Two commas give six spaces. Three commas give 10 spaces, 

and the hellos appear from right to left. 
Four commas give 12 spaces. If you print a six letter word, it 

appearsin two columns vertically. Five commas give 16spaces, 
Ifyou put a semi-colon instead of acomma at the end of line 

20, the Oric will print your word horizontally with only one 
space between each hello. 

Finally, if you adjust the number of repetitionsin line 10, the 
ric will print a single line of hellos across the screen, 

. John Pearson 
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NTERS Ss erei, 
eV Ss oe 

@ NEW RELEASE 

[NTeRcePToR 
GorTwane 

SUITABLE FOR THE 
commodore 

GIVE US A RING ON 
(07356) 71145 FOR A 
GREAT DEAL! 
FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS 
FREE PROMOTIONAL 
MATERIAL AND MOST 
IMPORTANT OF ALL, 
SUPERB SOFTWARE 



EE a 
SPECTRUM SOFTWARE REVIEWS 

mean that you move 

A page for advent 2 ure 
é Here 's what our lasicwers es 

ght of five new releases 

it in the army 

fight or run. 

Ghost Town 
48K £5.95 

Virgin Games, 61-63 Portobell 
Road, London WI! 3D sad 

there are surprises a" there pri plenty in 

‘Ghost Town is well though out. 
The sereen display creates the 
right sort of atmosphere and is 
Hleverly designed. The program 
will accept instructions from the 
Adventure in three forms: as {WO- 
word sentences, as single words or 
Qs single letter abbreviations, 
Your commands are not limited 

the program's extensive 

Ghost Town isan adventure game 
wat and around a desolate old 
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but 
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IS THIS YOU? 

An International Software company already 

operating in the U.S., Hong Kong, 
Singapore, Australia, New Zealand and 
South Africa require a top flight sales- 
person. Must be able to demonstrate all 
types of software for the VIC-20, CBM 64 
and Sharp machines. 

Our programs are mainly educational and 

have already been well received. If you can 
sell and want to earn lots of money this year, 
then drop aline and tell us all about yourself 

and why we should employ you and address 

it to: 

The Managing Director, 
International Software Importers, 

P.O. Box 28, 
Ascot, Berkshire SL5 7RR. 

BICODALS! 
DO YOU SPEAK MACHINE CODE? 
The joystick jousters of ORION challenge 
you to singe their silicon with your turbo- 

charged games creations. 

/mmediate evaluation guaranteed. 

Send your games to: 

Ron Heyes, ORION, 
32 Avon Trading Estate, 

Avonmore Road, London W14 
or Telephone 01-602 7355 Extn. 35 

— WANTED - 
A versatile, talented full time programmer with 
a sound technical knowledge of 6510 
assembly language. Must be under 25 yrs, and 
live in the Reading/Newbury area. 

Interested? 

Write immediately giving full details of your 

career to date to: 

RICHARD SHEPHERD 
Richard Shepherd Software Ltd, 

Elm House, 23-25 Elmshott Lane, 
Slough, Berks. 

The ‘Standards. Senate ete 
ASA Ud. Brook House Tomngton Place, London WCIE 7HN. 

MONSTER SOFTWARE 
. CLUB 

* Software for hire from 11 manufacturers 

* Over 90 titles to choose from, and growing 
% TWO YEARS membership for only £8.00 
* Same-day service 
* Software at 10% DISCOUNT 

Send S.A.E. for full details and 
list of titles available, to. 

MICROBYTE COMPUTER SHOP 
19A Lower Warrengate, 
Wakefield WF1 1SA 

CALLERS WELCOME 

“Texas T199/4A oo 
ARENA II (EXT. BASIC) £4.95 Space war. Defend your ship from attacking aliens. Battle your way to Arga. To land, you must blast out a landing strip. Descend from 
ship through treacherous meteor storms. Laser cannon, neutron 
bombs, space walks. This game has the lot 
PINBALL+CUBITS (EXT. BASIC) £4.95 Two games on one tape. A realistic pinball machine. All the excite ‘ments of the real thing. Cubits: A test of skill and memory for those 
who like a challenge. 
POSTMANS KNOCK 
“ON YOUR BIKE” says the Boss. Wobble through dense country: 

side. Post letters; empty postboxes; pick up parcels. Have you time to do it, before the post office does the sorting? Ride the regulation 
bike (with bell). It is not easy! Extra screen for High Scores, unless 

(BASIC) £4.95 

you are sacked first! DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Send cheque or P.O. to Lizard Games, Orders post free. 
14 Bridgwood, Brookside, TELFORD, Shropshire TF3 1LX 



MEMOTECH 
COMPUTERS PLUS 

THE LARGEST RANGE OF 
SOFTWARE IN BEDFORD. 

SPECIALISTS IN 
EDUCATIONAL 
SOFTWARE. 

SAE FOR LISTS. 
52A BROMHAM ROAD, 
BEDFORD MK40 20G 

Tel: Bedford 44733 

NATIONWIDE 
GUIDE AND § 
YOUR BUSIN 
GROW. PHONE 

NOW FOR 
DETAILS ON 
01-437 0699 

GANEIEEP ER: 
Computer Software Specialists 

at JUST VIDEO 
Fitzwilliam Street 
Peterborough 

Tel: Pet. 310554 

Computer Software Spe 
at DJ RECORDS 

16 High Street 

Business Name 

Address: 

Tel. No.:. 

Open rs: ... 
Contact (O 
Post To: 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 

HERTFORDSHIRE 

GANEIEEP ER 

g& LEIGH COLOUR 
LABORATORY LTD 

‘57 Chapel St, LEIGH, Lan 
Tels Ledgh (042) 607661 

‘Oven: Monday — Fri ‘and mow saturdass 
Be Wis, Use The Specalins 

LONDON 

DAVID SHACK SOFTWARE 
‘Over 150 games for the Spect 
100 forthe VIC-2 > BBC, “cist 

FOR BBC,SPECTRUM& 
ALL LEADING MICRO’S 
‘STAFFORD: 59 FOREGATE ST 

TEL: 0785 41899 
STOKE-ON-TRENT: 

MARKET SQUARE ARCADE 
TEL: 0782 268620 

Coeeuter ils CASRN Ke. 0782 
Official dealers fo 

Commodore, Sinclair, & 
Acorn. BBC service and 
information centre 

Huge runee a 
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HCW — 
COMPATIBLE 
WITH ALL 

POPULAR HOME 
COMPUTERS. 

{___SUSSEX___ | 

The Micro Store 
HOME COMPUTER CENTRE 
We carry a large selection of 

hardware/software/accessories 
for BBC, ORIC, SPECTRUM, 
CBM 64, VIC-20, ATARI 400, 

600 & 800, DRAGON & 
MEMOTECH, 
1B West Street, 

1 

NATION! IE SHOPS & DEALERS 

LANCASHIRE SOMERSET 

PHOENIX 
SOFTWARE CENTRE 

A large range of software in stock for 
ATARI, BBC, DRAGON, ORIC-1 

septed 
Somerset 

Tel: (0935) 21724 

CARVELLS 
of RUGBY LTD. 

3/7 BANK ST. RUGBY. 
Te 0788 65275/6 

YOUR SOFTWARE 
SUPERMARKET. 

VIDEO 

RECRUITING? 
SELLING A PRODUCT? 

OR A SERVICE? 

GET MAXIMUM BENEFIT FOR YOUR MONEY 
FIND OUT ABOUT OUR WHOLE RANGE OF PUBLICATIONS IN: 

COMPUTING ELECTRONICS 

Simply telephone 

ASP CLASSIFIED 
01-437 1002 (We take Aecoss and Barclaycard) 

RADIO 

clude my business details in the next available issue of Home Computing Weekly 



HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 
Lineage: 
35p per word 

All advertisements in this sect 
Advertisements are accepted si 
conditions printed on the advertisement rate card (available on request) 

= 
aa 

Semi display: £6.00 per single column centimetre 
Ring for information on series bookings/discounts. 

ion must be prepaid 
uubject to the terms and 

black. (State colour) at £23.60 inc. Vé 
E.R. 

H/0 9 The Vineries, En 
umeron & Son Lid. 

SPECTRUM & ZX 80/1 
USERS LOOK THIS 
WAY PUT AWAY ALL 
THOSE UNTIDY WIRES 

With this amazing new unit designed by a Spectrum user. Put on a chair 
floor, on your lap. Move i all in ane go. Made of polished Mahogany, ply ot 

/AT & p&p. Send cheque, P/O to: 
Est. 1870 

field, Middx. EN1 9DQ 

HI-RES PLANNER: VIC, T 
‘Spectrum 50x 
the keyplates to MICROGUIDE! 

plastic, ‘Clean Wi 

BBC HARD COVER:Designed 
perfect fit. Made from high 

BBC £3.95 @ Spectrum £1.95 
Many other coi 

Send for our FREE compreher 

COVERS: Soft PVC bound and se 

ALL YOUR COMPUTER NEEDS 
fexas, Oric, Dragon/TRS 80, 
Ad £2.75 each. 
9 make it easy, fit neatly over your 

computer keys. Gives you an easy to read list of commands. Durable 
ipe’ pen supplied. 

VIC 20 £6.50 @ CBM 64 £7.50 @ Dragon £6.50 @ BBC £7.50 
with thought, matching colour, 
quality ABs. Only £12.50. 

Dragon £2.9: 
vers available. 
nsive Catalogue. SAE please 

VIC £2.98 

ALLCOM FREEPOST, 
20 Harwood Road, Lichfi id, Staffs WS13 6BR 

st — 0 complete 36:p 
Bevelep strategies. in play or fellow, 

gest 

TEMPLESOFT 
13 Temple Gardens 

London NW11 

MAIL ORDER BOOKS DRAGON 32 

Boo ieee tik ste fap i a 

aoe ree recep ia B93 

[ie THE HOBBIT 

ise age 

ald ee MFM DATA SERVICES LTD. Dept Hew iaie Comden Road, Tonbrldge Wott, Kent THT 2RA 

So Bee, 
software 

1¢. Swap your used 
Spectrum speciality 

FREE membership. S.A.E. UK 
SEC, (HCW), 15 Tunwell Gre 
Sheffield SS 9GB. 

NEW TO COMPUTIN 
We are here to help you gain 
skills in computing. Ring 
COMPUTER WORKSHOP 

on O1-318 5488 
4 Lee High Road, Lewisham, 

London SEI3 SLO 

Experienced programmer offers 
tuition/work in exchange free 
cheap accommodation within reach 
central London. 01-671 4867. 

HCW — 
‘OMPATIBLE 
WITH ALL 

POPULAR HOME 
COMPUTERS. 

Oric Software Library. Two weeks 
Annual Membership £5 

np for Les Wilson, 
Penallick, Tintagel, Cornwall 
To Hire a Computer from ZX81 
upwards, ring or write to: Busi 
and 
Caledonian Rd., 
01-607 0157. 

For SPECTRUM SUPPLIES 
but especially 

SPECTRUM 48K 
with HOBBIT! 

RRP £144.90, our price 
ONLY £139.95 inc. p&p 
with PENETRATOR! 

RRP £136.90, our price 

Computer Services, 
NI IAB. Tel: 

ONLY £134.20 inc. p&p. 
o | SOFTWARE 

with MELBOURN DRAW! | SC ATIOnS 
(Graphics) 

RRP £138.90, our price 
ONLY £134.99 inc. pep. 

NCS 
Phone your order 

0480 811813 

LIBRARIES 

COMMODORE 64. 
GAMES LIBRARY 

Over 230 titles, all originals. Hire of 
first two games absolutely free. Life 
membership only £6. Join ‘mow 
money back approval 
Send for details to 

jmmodore 64 Games Library 
c/o Yorkshire Software Libear 

13 Park Top, Pudsey, West Yorks. 

REPAIRS 

ZX81 — Spectrum. We can now 
offer out-of-guaramee repairs by 
our Computer 
have had over three years experience 
ervicing Sinclair Computer pro: 

s. Price including p&p. X81 — 
£11.50; 16K Ram — £9.95; Spec 
rum — . Send with cheque or 
PO. TV. Service of Cambridge, 
French’s Road, Cambridge CB4 

ept. Our engineers 

CLASSIFIED 

01-437 0699 
EXT 341. 
Send your requirements to: 

Debra Stupple 
ASP LTD. 
1 Golden Square, 
London WIR 3AB 

3NP. Phone (0223) 311371 

ALL YOUR CAS: 
NEEDS 

Blank cassettes C1S with case, 40p 
‘ach 

Labels in Blue, Whiie or Yellow, 20 
{or 36p. Inlay cards in Blue, Red or 
Yellow 20 Tor 60. Library cases, 9p 

each 
Postage on each complete order $Sp. 
Stonchorn Lid, (HC Wy), 39 Maviield 
Way, Barwell, Leicester LE9 BBL 

ETTE 

READ OUR DEA 
DIRECTORY 
FIND OUT THE 

LOCATION OF YOUR 
NEAREST COMPUTER 

SPECIALIST. 

BREAKER BREAKER 
For the Commodore 64, this revised 
1984 version wil make backup. 
copies of most popular cassette 
programs, rush £3.98 to 
C. KENT, 26 Northcape Walk, 
Corby, Northants NN18 900 

VIC-20 COPYTAPE 
Produce security back-up copies of 
your programs. Efficient and easy to 
Use program copies BASIC, Machine 
Code, Multipart and Auto-run pro 
grams onto a new cassette, Works 
fon any size VIC 
For cassette with instructions send 
Cheque/PO for £5 to: 

ROGER WOLFENDALE, 
Dept HC, Laurel House, 
Spinks Lane, Witham, 

Essex CMB 1EP 

Amazing value! Dragon Copyca 
copies your machine code programs, 
including Autorun. Also Connect, 
game of strategy and skill for one or 
two players. £4 each or £6 for both. 
D. R. T. Lowe, Waterside, Little 
Ayton, Middlesbrough, Cleveland. 

‘@ COPYMATE 64 @ 
A back-up utility for COMMODORE 
64, Will make security copies of most 
casseite based software. Send £4.75 0 

HORIZON SOFTWARE, 
15 Bamburg Close, Corby, 

Northants NN18 9PA 
‘The contents of this publication, including all arti plans, drawings and programs and 
Specialist Publi ie Law of Copyright and other intellect 
specifically reser Specialist Publications Ltd and any reproduction requites the 
© 1984 Argus Specialist Publications Lid 

nt and all other intellectual p 
by virtue of 1 
the company. 

copy perty rights therein belong to Argus 
national copyright conventions are 

SSNO265-4991 
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SPECTRUM KOPYKAT] | 1199/44 New Year Special. Any 
IMPROVED PERFORMANCE | | three programs for £5. For list 

‘Simply the best. Copyieg sey peor S.A.E. Binbrook Software, 10 
ee me an Potterill Lane, Sutton-on-Hull | SAVEing ourown programs. Any | | OST 2X Spectrum program san be backed up onto fresh ape. Even programs 

ORIC FUN 
1IK Games for your 48K Oric 

ATTENTION 
TEXAS OWNERS 
ZAP the germs in BOGEY 

BLAST the powerpacks 
in “GRIDDLEBUG”! Two 

original games for Just £7.95. Computer games, discount prices ar cannot be stopped can now be PHILDATA, 
copied. 100 percent machine code. | | Free catalogue. Send S.A.E. to: %, Richmond Terrace, (Or either game for £4.95). 
Points filenames Copiesheaseries | | A. D. Software, 17 West Street, Padses, W. Yorks. Real excitement and addictive 

fies SPECTRUM KOPYKAT wsestol_| Wath’ on Dest, Rotherham $63 TSis oy quality. No expansion needed. 
Prowram arate | | Sa : ACCESS Orders. Teepe (053) STRESL ‘Cheque/PO's to: over 1.7K (9K for 16k machines) can ‘ STR? Tecoma HAUS REE Hoe” | | aq: purer Barmy. Eaendd | Tass THOVAA software: “At |] (SOFT STUFF 

eader program - urger Barny. Extended | Texts TH-S9/4A software: |. “At- x 182, i 
Deipatched by first class retum of | | BASIC. Stack the burgers before | !@ntis invaded” iderwat cambridge 

pos adventure: 2. ‘Depth Charge 
Send cheque’ PO for £4.95 10) you get caught. £5.00 Tape. £7.00 pee Attack" — battleship hunts sub Disk. PED 16 St. Mary's Road, oa) SOFTWARE 

61 Ardcen Road, Doncaster, | | “itor Peterboroueh, eatorbecaten:4. "Fighter Pilot” — | CADRE ATL TSN 
South Yorks DN2 SER 11.99/44 Two new card games. | aim your gunsight. Prices — £4.95 : : 

IT.CAN EVEN COPY ITSELF | | Pelmanism £3.95. Napoleon £4.95. } any two programs: £5.95 any three: | T1-99/4A *O"level Biology. Com: 
MarKat Software, 4 Cloreen Park, | £6.95 all four. Send cheque or P.O. plete set of eight assessment hs a 0 P. M. Williams, 1 New Road, | Programs covering whole syllabus. 

TAPE COPIER Peereute ore fit bwin Se £10.00 only. F. Thornhill, $ High: 
BACKUP COPIFS ALL types of Top 100 . s burgh Drive, Rutherglen, Glasgow TRUM pr 

‘unstoppable uly wiihMIANY ta 1 ACRODRIVE COMP ATABL? 
Pian YUH. MONEY BACK GUARAS. 
THE i youare not sisted 
# LOADS in all 

Spectrum Tapes — all 16K, £5.90 | G73 3RR 
each. Galactic Abductor, Missile 
Defence, Slab Dab, Kong, Xeno I! juTuiTies 
3 day delivery. S.A.F. for full list, 
Computer Ware, 97 New Hall Lane, | Cang 64 copier + header reader lets 
Bolton BLI SLE you make back-ups of most cassette 

software onto tape or disk. £5.95/ 
FAMILY GAME FOR CBM64 || 67.95. State tape/disk. G. J 
BOMBER RUN Foreman, 82 Hazelton Road, 

As your plane flies across the sky your | | Colchester, Essex CO4 3DY. 
bombs must destroy the city to enable 
you to land, re-fuel and embark on 
another mission. £4.98 including p&p. 
Cheque/?P.0.:t0: 

SOFTCELL, 
28 Atkinson Drive, Newport 

SPECTRUM GAMES 
2 FOR THE PRICE OF ONE 

S.A.E. FOR LIST 
BEEDUS SOFTWARE 

102 Beatty Road. Stanmore, 
Middx. HAT 4EU 

JANUARY SALE 
THE HOBBIT (Melbourne) 
CBM 64 & Spectrum £11 
VALHALLA (Legend) 

Spectrum £11.50 
All Uvimate & maging oftware at (420. 
Spectal Otter {1 Oot our Top 0 games 

SSTARS FROM THE HCW REVIEW. 
ATTICTHREE 100°: ratings! 

LERM (DHC), 
16 Stonepit Drive, Cottingham, 

MAI Harborough, Lee. PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
for fll Ws ican ATARI Isle of Wight PO30 2LJ All models bought for cash. GRIGTOL «ethos aoeAetoins |] rl'SGas's207s7i208805 Moran Camere Compan 

engiiies welcome, 160 Tottenham Court Road snongTAPE COPIER London WI. Tel: 01-388 2562 
Standard ORIC ts package. || | “wale . Copies BASIC, Machine Code in 
cluding protected Autorun, Easy to 
use. Repeat copies. Instructions, 

Only £4.95 
A.JOHNSON, 11 Bedburn Ave. 
Wearview Estate, Sunderland, 

Tyne and Wear 

Wanted: software authors for CBM 
"Adventuremania 64 and MTX 512. Good commission 
Transylvania @ £ paid. Genesis Software, 68 Galaxie 

High quality graphic adventures. | | Road, Couplain, Portsmouth PO89 
Reviewed HCW vol. 48. Probably the | | AR 
best ralable, Sappic in was 
S-A.E for details. Cheque/PO to: HCW 

INTRIGUE SOFTWARE 4 
Cranbrook Road, Tenterden, YOUR SOFTWARE 

Toh 09808 4726 SUPERMARKET 

‘VIE-M 16k RAM pack 
Chee & Postal Onder 
LA MER SOFTWARE. 

22 West Street. 
Weston-Super-Mare, 

‘Avon BS23 1JU 

Why pay Full price in the shops? 
When you can get your games 

from us for 
UP TO 50% OFF! 

Send today nprchensive free 
lists, stating computer and get our 

FREE INTRODUCTORY OFFER! 
ATLANTIS GAMES, 

TI-99/4A 
FOR GUARANTEED, 
QUALITY SOFTWARE 
SEND S.A.E. FOR OUR 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT 

— ORDER FORM 

LIST AND SAMPLE 
INSERTS 

HARLEQUIN 
Computing Limited, | | [LANTERN SOFTWARE 

PO Box 44, T199/44 
Hford IG De ot anf eae mes and 

od 2.98 Tra King £8 98 
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE. 

nts off most computers 
RRP ORF. ts98 

Rani snes (Bug tye) sos ‘Us 2 deat of action 
nr Attack Qnicksiv} Corrs) cd sored amd Pica place iy, able ln Homne Compas‘ Weeldy for 
obo iMtebourne) 1895 119] Simply the best umber of insertions required. ‘OMMODORE 61 F <, 
fExere Aten (Shephard)... 6.50 8.00 od WSN word 
anc Night Fite (Hewson) os 598 CLASSIFIED DEPT, HOME COMPUTING WEEKLY 
onic 1 Golden Square. London WIR IAB. Te: 81-137 0499 
Asteroids (Aris) S95 494] | P_-youn own sorrwane nusness ong 
DRAGON ‘Stet vot Ger bt ipa tse Hee ie 
Rawncestinor (Morrison). 696 sas] | | Sottware usiness. Specialy write 
CWO. pip $5p tape, Zor more, Pos Imani covers 3 

Free. SAE for 12 page catalogue of ina Unga! Prac 

‘OISCOUNT SOFTWARE Order Now! Send £3.99 to. TMB. (HC) sents 
{45 Brunswick, Brachnel Berks Tob Kingweod Road, Prestwich Ls] 
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, ae) 

METAMORPHOSIS 
into the nest of the Cyglorx 

and find yourself fighting off robot tanks. 

‘eggs start hatching. Commodore 64 robots. 
features 4 different screens. fe annihilates’ 
VIC 20 - COM face the mutants. Features 4 different 

£7.95 



DINKY DIGGER 
Its super-fast, furious and 
as mean as they come. 
(Spectrum 48K) 

——— Nome 
Address 

Please write quantities required in boxes provided 
and state computer type. 

Over 5,000 permutations 
in this game of skill for all 
ages. 
(Spectrum 16K/48K BBC'B’ Electron CBM 64) PENGWYN 

As the temperature rises, 
strange happenings begin 
in Pengwyn’ frozen world. 
(BBC ’B' Electron) 


